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SENATOR FORAKER, SPEAKING IN THE OHIO CAMPAIGN, SAYS
PRESIDENT OF
INJUNCTIONS
THE SENATE WILL NOT SUPPORT THE PRESIDENT
IN RATE LEGISLATION.
ORDERED FOR
GREAT NORTHERN
GROW POPULAR

PHILIPPINES

at Five Millions Russian National

Assem- -

Is Dogmatic About Fed- Enos Wall Gets Injunction

Gold on Hemp Crop

bly and to be Held

eral Supervision of

Against Utah Copper

Alone.

at Once.

Railway Rates.

Company.

DEAD STREWN OVER BEACH AMBASSADOR

Writ of Error Asked (or Cassie Ten are

GOING

TO

Manila, Oct.

3.

The estimated loss

In hemp growing in the districts ravaged by the recent typhoon, is $3,000,-00in gold. The hemp In warehouses,
ready for shipment, is also d total

0

loss.

It will take a year to get the plantations in shape aa;iin.
Keports now coming in from the
loss of life
south indicate a
and property than v as at first estimated. On Tieno island the beach Is
strewn with diad bodies, among them
some Americans, ln.t in such conditions to be unrecognizable.
MRS. CHADWICK'S LAWYER
TRYING FOR HER RELEASE

petition for a
Cincinnati, Oct.
writ of error for Mrs. Cassie L. Chadwick, charged with bank wrecking,
and convicted of conspiracy to defraud, was at the head of the calendar
of the United States court of appeals,
which opened here today. The records
in the case are the most voluminous
ever brought to court. If the decision
is given against lior, she will at once
begin her sentence of ten years in the
She Is now in the
Ohio penitentiary.
Cuyahoga county Jail.
Attorney J. P. Gawley made the argument in support of the petition for
Mrs. Chadwick. District Attorney J.
J. Sullivan, of Cleveland, contested
the petition.
3.

Killed

BACK

IRISH

and Eleven

STRIKE OF ELECTRICAL

PENITENTIARY

OHIO

MEYER

A

TRIAL OF SENATOR
BURTON BEGUN AGAIN
St. Louis. Oct. 3 The. second trial
of Senator Burton, of Kansas, on the
charge cf having rtacliced before the
departments in YVastirj.lon, was begun before Judge Acams who was
trial Judge at the titna when Senator
Buricn was first convicted' on the
charge.
The government is represented by
Charles H. Uahb, assistant attorney
general, and Federal Attorney Col.
D. P. Dyer, while Senator Burton will
be defended by Judge Dillon, of New
York, Frederick W. Lehmann, of St.
and Col. W. F. Rossington, of
Iuls,
Topeka.
The government expects under the
new indictment to be permitted to offer all the evidence presented at the
first trial and such new evidence as
It may be able to procure. It was
at the first trial that Senator
Burton received one cash payment In
St. Louis of $500 as attorney for the
Rialto Grain and Securities company.
His contract with the company was
for $2,500 and four payments were
made by check on a St. Louis bank of
Washington. The supreme court held
that this constifuted a payment In the
city of Washington. Four judges of
the court held that the government
had not made out a case; eight supported the contention that Burton
should have been Indicted and tried
in Washington, and only one sustained the lower court and the finding of
the Jury.

WORKERS

RECENTLY

St. Petersburg, Oct. 3. An Imperial
decree was published today directing
that Immediate arrangements be made
to conduct the elections lor members
of the national assembly. Regulations
for the conduct of the elections were
also published.

'j

to St.
on the
a press
to see

FATAL RIOTS IN CAUCASIA
.ARE FINALLY SUPPRESSED.
Tiflis, Caucasia, Oct. 3. Troops
suppressed rioters at Kvernan after
eight Mussulmans and two Armenians
had been killed and eleven other persons wounded. The trouble arose
from an attempt of the Aimenlans to
rescue some of their fellow countrymen who had been arrested for murdering a Tartar.

king-enipero- e

ELECTRICAL WORKERS
GENERALLY OUT TODAY.
Berlin, Oct. 3. The strike of electrical workers has extended to two
more factoiies. The total number of
men out Is now 38,000. No disturbances have occurred. Only about
of the street car3 are running.

FIRE FIGHTERS

AND BLOW OPEN EXPRESS SAFE

At the Great Dominion Fair.
New Westminster, B. C, Oct. 3.

AtScranton Meeting, Attended
by Distingushed
Firemen.

Almost in the Suburbs of Seattle. Contents Secured
But Amount Unknown. Boys Attempt
Robbery of Passengers.

The attendance of the great Dominion
fair, which opened here last week, is
still increasing, and received a powerful impetus today, owing to the
formal opening of the stock show this
noon. The Hon. Sidney Fisher, Minis
ter of Agiiculture for the Dominion of
Canada, opened the exhibition with an
address. During the forenoon the
contests of the Indian band was continued and a concert by the Fifth
rteglment band followed. In the afternoon the Lacrosse match between the
Capitals of Ottawa rs. New 'Westminster will be played, while the bands
In the evening
will give concerts.
there will be a general illumination
a balloon ascension and another con
cert by the Fifth Regiment band.

MEET IN KENTUCKY
Hopklnsville. Ky.. Oct. 3. The Kentucky Grand Lodge, Knights of Pythias, opened Its three days' annual session here today. At the opening session this morning the members of the
grand lodge were welcomed to the
city by Mayor Jouett Henry, who is a
member of high rank In the order.
The response was made by J. G. Covington, past grand chancellor. Chas.
M. Meacham welcomed the members
in behalf of the local lodge and Grand
Chancellor W. F. Schurman respond-

FROM

Conductor Grant's
report of the
says that at least seven men
were engaged In the robbery. The conductor believes that there were other
men farther down llie t:aoK. Three
charges of dynamite were exploded to
open the safe.
While the robbers were thus engaged, two boys who had been riding
on the blind baggage, Blipped oft and
went thiough the train demanding
money from the passengers.
They
were arrested and are In Jail at Everett. They gave their names as Frank
Alfred and Roland Glbbs. They deny
that they were connected with the
express robbers, all of whom escaped.
Although a continual firing of revolvers was kept up during the robbery, no one was injured seriously.
Messenger Anderson was slightly Injured. He says that he does not know
how much was secured by the robbers. The local safe was not touched.

Seattle, Wash., Oct. 3. The Great
Northern overland train, leaving Seattle last night, was held up and the
baggage and express car dynamited,
five miles from Ballard, 'at 8:45 p. m.
The engineer was Ragged at the
brick yards and the train stopped,
when two men wearing rain coats,
climbed over the tender and presented revolvers at his head. When the
train came to a standstill the baggage
and express cars were uncoupled by
one of the robbers, and the engineer
was compelled to pull ahead several
hundred yards and then stop again.
The express messenger, Charles
Anderson, was ordered to open the
door of his car. He refused. A heavy
charge of dynamite was placed against
the door and exploded, tearing the car
almost to pieces. The safe was then
dynamited. The train was delayed
two and one-hal- f
hours.

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS

hold-u-

INSURANCE INVESTIGATION IN
BOTH THE WEST AND THE EAST

ed.

Is

Chicago, Oct. 3. A new upheaval
occurred today over the affairs of the
Western Life Insurance Indemnity
company, when the assets of E. I.
Rosenfeld, the general manager
of
the Western Life, were ordered to be
placed in the hands of a receiver.
This action was taken in federal court
by Federal Judge Ilerthea, who named
Edwin C. Day as receiver.
Rosenfeld was charged in a bill
filed in court yesterday, with being a
trafficker in and a wrecker of life Insurance companies for his own per- (K
i ,.,!.v,
i
..(!....' .nu,,

U,

new business than it is worth. The
developments will go a long way to
solve the problem. It Is the purpose
)f ihe coiiim'ttee to lnv;stigatj every
company In the itaie nnu to clcse the
hearing by January 1."
WANTS TO SUE BOTH

l

McCALL AND PERKINS
New York, Oct. 3. Permission to
begin suit against Johmn A. McCall,
president, and George W. Perkins,
vice president, of the New York Life

Insurance

SEVERAL

EASTERN

CITIES

Scranton, Pa., Oct. 3. The twenty-sixt- h
annual convention of the Firemen's association of Pennsylvania,
which opened here today, has attracted thousands of visitors to this city.
The city is gaily decorated and flags
are displayed from every public building and from many private residence
houses. Every train is bringing more
visitors and the hotels are crowded
already. Special excursion trains are
run from every part of the state and it
Is expected that the attendance will
reach its climax on Thursday, when
the big parade will be held.
Fire companies from all parts of the
state are already here and many famous fire fighters are among the visitors. Among those who arrived this
morning are Chief Croker of the New
York fire department, Chief Baxter of
Philadelphia and Chief Myles Humphrey of Pittsburg.
During tlie convention Mayor
of New York City, will be the
guest of Mayor Council. Mayor
Is accompanied by Park Commissioner John M. Pallas, formerly a
resident of Scranton.
The present convention is the largest ever held In this state and marks
the twenty-sixtanniversary of the
organization of the association.
opening
session was held this
The
morning at the Lyceum theater. Mayor I ton ne 11 and E. B. Rabathan. the
chairman of the citizens' committee,
delivered addresses of welcome to
which responses were made by Dr. G.
W. Hernthetzl, of Columbia, Pa., and
others.
The convention adjourned
promptly at 12 o'clock and will reconvene at 2 p. m. This evening the
ladies accompanying the delegates
will be entertained at a theater party.
Tomorrow they will be taken around
on a tour in automobiles.

IN

GOULD ORDERED

DOUBLIN

TO SHOW CAUSE

Portland, Ore., Oct. 3. President J.
Newark, Oct. 3. An injunction re- J. Hill, of the Great Northern railroad, Straining the Utah Copper company
naa luu pi lucipm speaKcr ai a
tendered by the Lewis and Clark from Increasing Its capital stock from
exposition to him and President How $4,500,000 to $6,000,000, from issuing
ard Klllott of the Northern Pacific. Mr. convertible bonds to the amount of
Hill said In part:
$3,000,000 and from transferring its
"Notwithstanding the average rate
paid by the people of the United property or stock to the Guggenheim
States is only about 40 per cent of Interests, was granted today by Vie
that of Russia, we have a great many Chancellor Pitney.
The injunction
people who are preaching a new doc- was made operative pending
final
trine the regulation of railway rates hearing of the suit of Enos the
A. Wall
by the federal authorities.
I am not against the Utah Copper company.
afraid that any federal regulation will
ever get down deep enough to touch RAMSEY GETS AN ORDER
us where we live, because long beAGAINST GEORGE GOULD
fore they do so the country will be
St. Louis, Oct. 2. A suit for instrewn with railway corpses. They junction
was tiled in the circuit court
s
would bankrupt
of the mile- today by Joseph
Ramsey, Jr., presiage In the United States."
dent of the Wabash railway, agalnt
the Iron Mountain & Wabash railVALUABLE JEWELS STOLEN
ways, the Mercantile Trust of New
BY TWO MEN AND A WOMAN.
York, Walter S. Wilson, H. M. WalChicago, Oct. 3. Search Is making ker and
George J. Gould.
Ramsey
here for jewels valued at about $500,-0U- asks the court for an injunction prereported to have been stolen In venting the proposed annual meeting
Dublin, Ireland.
The Dublin authori- of George Gould and his associates at
ties are or the opinion that the theft Toledo, Ohio, where
It Is proposed to
was committed by two men, aided by elect a board of directors and a presia
woman
accomplice. The jewels dent to control the Wabash road next
were taken about September 5, from year.
the home of John Mulhall, 14 Earl
Ramsey alleges that one result ot
Court Terrace, Dublin.
the meeting would be to stifle competition traffic between the Wabash and
Ancient lrlh Crown.
London, Oct. 3. The robbery of the the Missouri Pacific roads between
ancient Irish crown and other an- St. Louis and Kansas City.
Judge Taylor, to whom the suit wu
tiques. In connection with which the
Chicago police are searching for sus- assigned, ordered the defendants to
pects, occurred on September 4, at the show cause on Friday next why the
residence of John Mu!vi;ill, vice cha;r temporary injunction should not he isman of the general prisons board. The sued.
Dublin .police commissioner requested
the Chicago police to institute a YOUNG LEONARD
search for the stolen articles, whl.M,
It Is suspected, have been taken across
SHIELDING ANOTHER
the Atlantic. As only $250 reward Is
offered for the recovery of the JewNew York, Oct. 3. Miss Katherlne
els, Scotland Yard derides the estiLeonard, sister of Harry A. Leonard,
mate that they are worth $500,000.
the young man who confessed to the
theft oft $359,000 worth of secitrttlps
NOTHING KNOWN OF
from the National City bank, declared
today
ho Is tne victim of another
NEGRO MURDERER man, that
whom he Is trying to protect.
Miss Leonard said she had given the
Houston, Texas, Oct. 3. The report police the name of the woman wh
from Edna at 1 o'clock today says had placed a part of the securities In
that Monk Gibson has not yet been a safety deposit vault.
captured. Nothing Is known there of
the report that the negro had been CRUISER CINCINNATI
shot to death.
UNDOUBTEDLY AFLOAT.
Toklo, Oct. 3. According to later InMONTHLY REPORT
formation received here, the American
OF COTTON AVERAGE. cruiser Cincinnati was floated withWashington, D. C, Oct. 3. The out assistance after being aground
monthly report issued by the agricul- seven hours. She has been reported
tural department gives the average passing Shlmonoseki, bound for Shanghai..
condition of cotton as 71.2.

n

company, for the restitu- -

Complaints Against Railroads.
$130,000 contributed to repul- lican campaign funds was asked of At
Frankfort, Ky., Oct. 3. The Kentorney General Mayer, by Attorney J. tucky railroad commission nut here
LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE
P. Hepburn, acting as attorney for the today to hear complaints in general
WILL CONTINUE ALL YEAR. general policy holders.
against vailous railroads) In the state
liinghamton, N. Y., Oct. 3. Assemas to excessive freight rates.
The
blyman John T. Rogers, of the Insur- SUNDAY SCHOOL IN
meeting had originally been set for
ance investigating
committee, said:
September 20, but was postponed on
"The coming week will be an interOLD MASSACHUSETTS account of the fact that on that date
esting one, as In my opinion it will
the interstate commerce commission
the true cause of the Insurance
was In session in Washington, to resc;:;iial, which is the fact that the
Salem, Mass., Oct. 3. The annual open the Louisville grain rate investilarge insurance companies have been state convention of the Massachusetts gation. It Is understood that there
paying a great deal more money for Sunday School association, represent- are quite a number of charges to be
ing 1!)00 schools and nearly 324.0UU heard by the commission and it will
r
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t
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SOME FOUR HUNDRED METHODIST
DIVINES GATHER IN FREEPORT
T. P. Frost, of the

o

sixty-eight-

STOLEN

two-third-

PENNSYLVANIA

ROBBERS STOP RAILROAD TRAIN

two-thir-

Freeport, 111., Oct. 3. Between 3o0
and 4jo ministers and a large number
of lay members of the Methodist
church are assembled here to attend
the
annual session of the
Rock River Conference, which will be- gin here tomorrow.
mis morning
were
conference examinations
he.d. This afternoon will be devoted
to sightseeing and social visits be- tweeu the delegates. This evening a
reception to members of the confer- ence will be given under the presidn- cy of Daniel Y. McMullen.
The secre- tary of the conference, the Rev. J. A.
Matlack, will deliver the prayer, and
Rev. John U-e- , of St. Char.es, will
NEWSPAPER MAN PAID
bead from the Scriptures. The Rev.
NATURE'S LAST DEBT. K. E. Mcav will deliver an address of
Dea Moines, Iowa, Oct. 3. Richaid welcome in behalf of the Freeport
Clarkson, pension agent for Iowa and Methodists, while the Rev. Frank A.
Nebraska, and for thirty years man- Mosnier will welcome the delegates
ager of the Iowa Sta'e Register, died In behalf ot the other denominations.
Responds wi.l be uiede by the Rev.
today.

OURS RAMSEY ALSO ASK FOR ONE

0

one of the
The local lodge, which
largest and most prosperous In the
state, has made extensive preparaPAT CROWE WILL
tions for the reception and entertainment of the members of the grand
RETURN TO OMAHA lodge and many social events, like receptions, banquets and other functions will be crowded Into the three
3.
Pat Crowe days
Omaha, Neb., Oct.
of the session.
will be brought back from Butte on
the charge of shooting with intent to
Naturalization Fraud Trials.
kill Officer . Jackson two weeks ago.
Detroit, Mich., Oct. 3. The trial
Kdward A. Cudahy stated today tnat against Ferdinand Palma, who with
prosecute
he is as anxious as ever to
manv others, is charged with natural
Crowe on the charge of kidnapping ization frauds extending over a period
his son.
of many years, was begun in the United States district court today. Palma
Admits He Is Crowe.
was formerly a detective and Is said
Butte, Mont., Oct. 3. The prisoner to have been the chief conspirator in
here was positively identified today as the scheme of Illegally naturalizing
Pat Crowe. Chief Itonohue will leave foreign born persons.
Omaha tonight with requisition papers for him. The pt isoner says that THEODORE, JR., GOES IN
FOR HARVARD FOOTBALL.
he is Crowe, and expresses a desire to
back to Omaha and clear himself,
Cambridge, Mass., Oct. 3. Theodore
li'lkviiig that there is no law under Roosevelt, Jr., son of the president,
which he can be prosecuted.
reKrted for the Harvard freshman
football eleven. He gave his weight
at HT) pounds, and said that he had
WARM RESOLUTIONS
played four years at Oroton. Few
PREPARED BY HUNS candidates for places on the team are
smaller than he Is.
Budapest. Oct. 3. A resolution endorsing the coalition leaders after
tneir audience with the
m Vienna, September -- 3. has been approved by the committee of coalitionist members in the Hungarian parliament, and will be submitted to a
plenary conference of all opposition
parties.
The re-- ution declares that the
coalitionists cannot undertake to form
a cabinet on the conditions laid down
by the rhown, and protests emphatically against any revision of the settlement of 1M17 being made dependent
on the Austrian view, and also against
and doubt's being cast an Hungary's
economic independence. The resolution further deprecates the constant
prorogations of parliament and dememmands that the
orandum on the subject should be discussed In parliament so that it may
be ascertained who is responsible for
the dissolutions.

GET

Dan-qu-

AMERICAN AMBASSADOR TO
RUSSIA ARRIVES AT HOME.
New York, Oct. 3. George L. Von

Meyer, American ambassador
Peteisburg. arrived here today
Kaiser Wilhelm. He stated to
representative that he came
President Roosevelt.

POLICE

.

Looking in Chicago For a Against Geo. Gould and Mis
Half Million Worth of
Associates in the
Jewels Said
Wabash Fight.
.

Wounded in Caucasia
Riots.

Chadwick to Save
Her

111.,

son, of the

h

First church,

and the Rev.

C. R. Robin-

First church, Ottawa.

The conference proper, which will
be presided over by ilishop Luther D.
Wilson, will begin tomorrow morning.
in me auernoon a meeting in me
terest of Wesley Hospital will be he'.d,
with IV. Dudley Jackson in the chair,
The Rev. John Thompson, pastor of
liraco church, Chicagi, will c'eliver an
address. Li: tor in the fflernoon. the
Rev. A D. Storms. prit)o.int of Iowa
State college, will deliver the lirst of
bis scries ot three b mires, which will
be entitled "Tne Method o." the Mas-thter." In the evenrig then will be
an
league nwei ng at the
in-tli- e

s

J

TUESDAY EVENING, OCTOHEU

ELECTIONS ARE

RECENT LOSSES
IN

NEW" MEXICO,

e

j

y.nti-Saloo-

i

First Presbyterian church, with the
Rev. Frank I). Sheets In the chair.
llishjn Luther H Wilson, president of
the national league, will deliver the
principal address. Th i c inference will
c!osj next Tuesday fcetiug.

members, opened here today with a
large attendance of delegates from every part of the state.
The opening
meeting was held In the Tabernacle
Congregational church. In the afternoon three meetings will be held; one
in prayer" at the
on "preparation
First Baptist church, and two for
children. The latter meetings will be
under the direction of Mrs. M. P.
Higgins, of Worcester, and Mr. W. J.
S holer.
Tonight there will be a meeting In
which welcoming and other addresses
will be delivered and the report of the
state executive committee will be submitted.
Many
prominent Sunday school
workers from all parts of the state
are in attendance and many of them
will address the convention during the
three days of the meeting. Among the
prominent speakers are Dr. A. F.
Schauffler, of New York; W. C.
Pearce of Chicago, international secretary of the teachers' training department; Prof. C. W. Rishell, assistant dean of the lioston University
School of Theology and others.
St. Louis
St. Louis, Mo.. Oct

Wool.

steady; unchanged.

3

Wool

mar-ktt-

,

therefore probably remain in session
for several days, or perhaps a week.

VLADIVOSTOK OPENED
TO COMMERCE AGAIN.
Vladivostok, Oct. 3. The first vessel carrying freight left this port today for Che Foo, thereby opening

the port again to the regular sea

WRIT OF PROHIBITION ISSUED
IN THE

Habeas Corpus
Hearing at Raton This
Afternoon.

Special to The Citizen.
V.
Alaniogordo, N. M., Oct. 3
H.
Childers, attorney for Thomas S. Hub-belfoimer sheriff of Uernalillo county, was in Alaniogordo last Thursday
and appeared before Judge Mann and
asked that he, as associate justice of
the territorial supreme court, Issue a
writ of prohibition against Judge Abbott us district judge of Uernalillo
county, prohibiting the latter from
compelling Hubbell to turn over his
books and office to Peifecto Armljo,
who was appointed to the ollice by the
governor.
Attorney Childers mado formal ar- guinents at considerable length and
decision was taken under advise- ment by Judge Manu until Saturday,
wnen tne request was granted and thu
writ issued
Judge Mann Is now at Santa Rosa.
l,

IS HUBBELL

3. Justice
Oct.
James
Darker, of the supreme Judicial court of Massachusetts, died
today of heart disease at the Union
club of this city. He was a resident

of

Pitti-ficld-

.

PROMINENT SHEEP MAN

KILLEY BY HIS HERDER
Newcastle, Wyo., Oct. 3. Charles
Minter, one of the best known sheep
men of I'pton, was shot and instantly

recognizing Perfeco Armijo as sheriff
of the county of Uernalillo and from
In any way lu.stiing upon or determining the right of said Armijo to the office of sheriff except by judicial proceedings in the ordinary course ot
law. Ami alio commanding the said
Judge to di.sisi from enforcing or continuing In force the order committing
Thomus S. Hubbell to jail for contempt in refusing n obey the ordor of
Judge Issue
It is also understood that said order is made returnable on the first day
of the next January t rtn of the su
preme court, an, I it is undei stood that
the effect of this writ will be that Hub-tli- e
bell will have to be recognized
as
sheriff of Uernalillo county until the
supreme court passes on the question
or until i'erfecto Arm i j. brings soma
proceeding to secure possession of tt)
oilice or test the title thereto.
1

i

j

STILL SHtRIFF?
HUBBELL ARRIVES AT RATON

Special to The Citizen.
Alaniogordo, N. M., Oct. 3. It Is
understood that Judge Mann has
granted a writ of prohibition directed
to Judge Abbott, of the Second judicial dlstrie:, commanding ti i m to desist and refrain from in uny manner

Special to The Citizen.
Raton, N. M (ft. 3. Thomas S.
Hubbell. in charge of Sheriff Perfecto
Armijo, ami accompanied by the counsel on both sides, arrived in the city
early this morning on Santa Ke train
No. X. I'hey proceeded at once to the
Seal t r: hotel, w here thev had breakfast. The arguments began at 10
oVi'-con the writ of caoeas corpus,
CAUSED
which was issued by .lui'ge Mills on
Sa ur lay 1'ist. but up to a late hour
t.'iU i.lu moon the court hail not renBY MAN dered
us decision. M. Hubbed is
pre rented befo-- e the court by Attorney. W. It. Childers and A. It.
while Neill H. F'eld appears in
killed by his herder during a quarrel
yesterday. The name of the herder lielia t' of Sheriff Armijo. The hearhas not been learned. According to ing of the writ aroused a great deal of
report the herder acted in Rel( de- ill' ere st.
fense, but this Is not verified.
Decision Tomorrow.
Special to The Cit izeti.
LOOKS SUSPICIOUS ON
Raton, N. M., Oct. 3, 3:iio p. m.
THE VERY FACE OF IT
Kdlngton, W. Va.. Oct. 3. Mrs. J. Argi
nts in the Huhheli habeas cor
Algo and her three children, and Mrs. pus proceedings are all in. and taken
Joseph I ardelll and one child, were under advisement by Judge Mills The
burned to death in a cabin last night, judge will render bis decision U 'i
The husbands of the women escaped, o'clock tomorrow morning.

AND OTHERS PRODUCED
lioston,

CASE

By Judge Mann at Alamogordo

DEATHS WHICH NATURE

Maddison

HUBBELL

A.LHUQUKHQUK KVKKINfa
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CITIZEN.

way of
fifth year on the gridiron.
reprisal, Wisconsin Is prepailng to
flrp
build a
under Kckersnll. of Chi
TERRITORIAL
TOPICS
rauo, claiming hp l a professional.
PaklliM Dally astf Wstkly ky
The Salt l.nUo harem has been
Citizen Publishing Company closed to the fighting push. The 12
niHistles, or the quorum of seventies,
derided that prize fighting was de "THE WANDERING JEW"
a fWluaaaa far trmnamlato thrwsh tht stroying
American League.
the morals of the sons polygHAS REACHED CALIFORNIA
R II
M Mn4 aka mattar.
At Washington
amous wives, and so put up the bars,
A letter received yesterday by C. Washington
3
7
Crndually the Chicago
is being V. IViwling
2
from Sam Goldstein, "The Chicago
8
raised and the boxing (tame la being Wandering .lew,"
who Is walking from
H H
At Philadelphia
revived. Lakeside sports hope to have
0
4
and St. Ixiuls
It Roinif full blast by Christmas. Sev- Now Orleans to San
5 11
nt visit to this city was Philadelphia
eral good limited round bouts have whose reci in
K
11
the Gazette, stated that
mi ntioned
At New York
been pulled off recently.
!)
7
ho had arrived at Kl Gasro. Cal.. In Detroit
The Annapolis foot ball eleven Is poor
2
condition, says the Phoenix Ga New York
9
IMIelal Paper of Bernalillo Count) being whipped Into condition by I)r.
K H
zette. Ih' states that his face and
Second Game
Paul Dashlell. head coach, and Olcutt neck
1
7
are a burned from the sun ami Detroit.
MdtM ni AfW..n Dlipitctial.
and Rockwell, assistant conches.
1
had a hard time of it crossing the New York
5
CoHMty Clrml.ti.n.
larptt City
Karly practice at Columbia shows a he
Yuma desert. He stales he dropped
K H
At Boston
THa LirfMt Nfw Unlet Circulate.
strong Lack field, but n weak line.
1
suffering from Huston
8
lirgett Northara ArlKna Circulation
Two bouts that will attract some at twice, exhausted and The
want of water.
3
letter was Cleveland
8
tention In the fichting world will take the
morning and the
place in Philadelphia in October. Kid written yesterday
or subscription:
League
National
writer stated he expected to reach
- - W "aB. ana raar fai danaa
H H
tu nc Hroad will meet Willie Mosey In a I .os Angeles in about live day.
At Chicago
go before the National Ath- 8
fi
Chicago
N
FV ayaufl. 11.ana manth .
tli-('lith
Timtimiv
tun!
.m
17th
aaklr
a
ana rw.
4
Philadelphia
tot leflo
5
A
FOOT
BOY'S
i
II
l
uni-Mllrnhv
TVirv
iivern
At Cincinnati-N- ew
ALMOST
CUT
OFF
In
ftio mnnlh
York-Ciifcy Carrier, 60c per month clash Infer
innati game postpon
The five year old son of K. W. Kus- ed; rain.
A bill Is to be introduced in concress
right
ha.
foot cut almost off
his
at the next session to stop betting at ter
At Pittsburg
Ttu kVlKlKg OnraN will ha aVrltranri la th
race track, which Is in the Just above the ankle at his fathers
Pittsburg-Bos'ngame postponed;
r at Um law rata of M aanta par waak. ar for l Hennings
or.
liner's Lane, east rain.
District of Columbia. The passage of! farm at the end
aa txr ataatk. whan paid monthly.
says
of
Koswell
town,
the
Record.
the hill would mean the closing of the
itu' tallier was mowing ktlathr corn, PROMISING MATERIAL FOR
lrrtleli Rttei Made Koowi on Ippllcttloi track
boy
him,
to
meet
ran
rushing
"fluddy" Hyan. ttlie Chicago welter- and the
weight, and Tom Tracey. the Aus- through the field, right into the sickle
STRONG RJOTBALL TEAM
saw
Hot.h
Vanhim.
iwfll aanar a fmrar hr Mtlfrtni ui tralian, are to fiht
before the father
bones
rounds at
were
aa
in
cut
twain and the flesh ali but
latatF
aar
couver, Wash., late In October, for a
af tha t
STEPS BEING TAKEN TO ORGANli ought to be easy severed.
$1,000 purse,
IZE ELEVEN AMONG LOVERS
ana
on
Coming
a run to town, surgical
ahaaM
ha adorataad It, money for Hyan.
" Onruaw mittanrat
OF THE SPORT IN THIS CITY.
rvaLiaattro Compact. Drafta
lsadore Anderson, assistant coach of attention was Immediately rendered,
j aStilit. aaatarTica and aipraa atanar ardara the Missouri I'niversity Tigers, haH a and it is hoped that the foot will bo
If present plans should materialize
awaat ha mada parabla ta taa ardar af tha reputation,
borne, perhaps, by no saved. The loss of blood was enorother foot ball player in the country. mous for a child of five years. The Albuquerque will no doubt have a foot-hateam within a few weeks. The
Anderson made the Missouri team for patient Is being cared for by Mrs.
is encouraging for a very
four consecutive years as half hackv Wright, the nurse at the J. T. Evans outlook
team, as a number of last
lastooMtHe IA3.
Bell 15. and during that time never tailed to residence on Richardson avenue. The strong
year's players are stiil here and there
make a gain when given the ball. This child's mother died recently.
Is some good material to be found
statement Is proved by the charts of
among the boys who returned last
games kept on file In the office AN INTERESTING DIVORCE
the
SPORTING BREVITIES of the athcletlc directors at Jefferson
In addition there
CASE AT CARLSBAD. year from college.
is no end of good material among the
City, Mo.
The quietude of the Sabbath was employes
of the American Lumber
broken this week by the receipt of
The running race meet of the Haran order from his honor. Judge Pope, company.
CONLEY StNIENlED TO HANG
Albuquerque has always had a good
lem Jockey Club that was to have been
appointing M. S. Groves receiver for football
heretofore and there Is
eld at Libertyvlllp, near Chicago has
the properties of Dr. A. R. Smith, says no reasonteam
why it cannot have one this
been declaied off.
Sheriff Howell BUT MOTION FOR AN APPEAL IS the Carlsbad Argus.
winter. Games could be had with the
GRANTED AND WILL ACT AS A
threatened to raid the track If there
The action was caused by the filing
schools of the territory and
wag any gambling, and
STAY OF EXECUTION.
of a suit for divorce by Mrs. I. I). T. different
that setttled
with teams representing athletic assothe meet.
through
Smith,
attorney,
S.
U.
her
Alars Cassldy, fhe official starter at! Judge John R. McFie, In the, First Uateman. Mrs. Smith demanding ali- ciations In other cities. The expense
the cou?ly mony,
maintaining a team could easily
COUr.t
Hrighton Beach track.
attorney's fees and a partition of
evening of
be realized from the gate receipts as
vreeiand, turf reporter for a New York of Santa re, on Saturday
property
the
R.
Dr.
A.
Smith;
of
newspaper, because Vreeiand had crit- overruled the motion for a new trial also praying for the appointment of a good football game never fails to
icised the work of Cassldy. The stew- made by the defense in the case of a receiver during the pending of the draw a big crowd.
Among the names mentioned who
vs. John Conley for the
ards have cited Cassldy to appear be- the Territory
arc old football players are Anderson,
murder of James Redding at the Gua- suit.
fore them and explain.
Mr.
possession
Into
Groves
entered
Janin Taos county on
Brown, Mitchell, Scottie, F. Hale,
This is the season of year when dalupe placers
uary lt, l'.io,-- ). The contention of the of the propei ty, as ordered by the Fluke, Ortiz, Neher, Stamm and Kunz.
many minor league stars are called,
court,
delay,
without
the
matter
and
The football season is now on and
defense was that no evidence had been came up for hearing
and but few make good.
before Judge if Albuquerque is to have a team
Harry Steinfildt, third baseman for produced by the prosecution to show Pope at Roswell Tuesday.
something should be done at once.
Cincinnati, has been traded to Chicago wilfiilluess and pieme lit at ion in the
Unite an array of legal talent has
for Jake Welmer, leading southpaw of legal fi i' on part of the defendant been retained to contest the case, IT.
to justify a verdict of murder in the
the National league.
S. Batenian representing the plaintiff, ROSWELL WILL HOLD
The final se; ies between Philadel- ilrst decree. ,lud;,. McFie held ihat Mrs. Smith, and Judge W. W. (iate
phia and Chicago was almost as inter- the testimony which showed that Red W,M"'' of,
AN ANNUAL FAIR
and Bujac & Cam
esting as the world's championship clings bejid h,,' been singed by the eron and
O.
will
look
U
Fullen
after
second snot ;iom Con ey s gun and
that the Idast from this shot had the interests of Milton Smith and the' FROM OCTOBER 10 TO 13, AND
RACING TERM ILLUSTRATED.
THE PECOS VALLEY WILL BE
swept the snow away from around minor heiis of Dr. A. R. Smith. Alto
STRICTLY IN IT.
Redding's neck was sufficient to prove gether the case gives promise of be- in gstuhbornly contested, as quite a
that Conley fired the second shot sum
The third annual exhibition of the
of money and large property In
while following up Reddin;; aud while
Roswell fair association, which will
the latter was alreal" down from the terests are involved.
be held at Roswell October 10 to 13,
effects of the t'r.i shot which had i DECEIVED
inclusive, promises to be the best fair
THE DYING
I re
latal, this provir. ; piemeditation
AS ANY OUGHT TO DO. ever held in this city, says the Rosw 'Dullness m Conle':
ait io tha
Believing that his last expressed well Register. The members of the
leaal tense of tho.v vords.
wish had been gratified that that his association are determined to make it
Yesterday morning Judge
lohn Conley to be hanged sweetheart. Miss Edith Brusner, had a big success toaud are devoting time
make it the best of
repeating and attention
by the neck utitil ;ead, in the yard of become his wife through
well's fairs.
thj anil of Taos oouiny, on the 27th tlie words of the marriage ceremony KosThey
have published 1,000 copies of
day of October. l'.w.V Copley's attor- by a South Chicago physician, Edneys Immediately entered a motion ward I. Boardman, a switchman, who a neat booklet containing the rules
for an appeal, said morion being grant- had been crushed between two cars, and regulations that shall obtain In
ed by the court. This will act as a died in the hospital of the Illinois the management of the fair, together
with the premium list, which covers
Steel Company.
stay of execution ci tentence.
The mother of the young woman, everything that Is produced In the
Mrs. Mathilda Brusner, had hurriedly valley, and the premiums range In
TWENTY THOUSAND TROUT left
for Chicago to secure a marriage value from fifty cents to $25.
The racing program Is a good one,
license, but had not returned in time
and consists of sixteen races, of which
so a minister could be summoned.
CONSIGNMENT ARRIVES AT
After the young man was Injured he there will be four each day of the fair.
FOR THE JEMEZ, SAN
ANTONIO AND OTHER CREEKS. expressed the wish that he and his The purses offered aggregate $1,620,
fiance could be matried before he and range from $15 in the burro race
"Finished Note to Nose."
or
J. A. Sprague, an official of the Un- died. Mrs. Brusner had not returned to $250 in the free for all trot
Thuis-day- ,
aeries wifl be. The intense interest ited States bureau of fisheries, arriv- and the young man, realizing that he pace, which will take place on
October 12.
was shown in the Quaker City by the ed at Espanola Saturday with a con- had but a few moments to live, reThe harness races will be governed
Immense crowds that turned out to signment of 2u,0(iii trout destined for quested Dr. Hannah S. Starrow, who
witness the games.
distribution in the Jemez, San An- had attended him, to pronounce Miss by the rules of the American Trotting
races by
There was a ball player named Doolin tonio and other creeks in the Valles Brusner his wife. Hardly had Dr. association and the running
range in Sandoval county. The con- Starrow finished repeating the words those of the American Racing associaWho courted a girl named Roolin;
signment consisted of 2j,(hh native of a marriage ceremony wlien Board-ma- tion. Unless otherwise provided for,
When he asked her to be his
fell to one side of the hospital the purses will be divided 05, 25 and
trout, but 5.000 of them were killed in
She only wrinkled her phis
lo per cent, to the first, second and
"Aw, gwan, yer only foolin'."
a wreck which occurred Friday last bed.
"My wife at last," he said In low third horses.
The plan to make Jim Jeffries chief near Brady station. The 2o.imiu trout
In each department there will be a
of police of Los Angeles seems to were delivered to Frank Blake, dep- tones. He tried to repeat the words,
director of superintendent in charge.
have a grape seed in its veriform ap- uty game and fish warden for Sando- but expired.
A state law Ignored In the Issuance Mr. Otto Hedgecoxe has been selected
pendix and Is tied up in a bowknot. val county, who will take them to
Jeff is devoting his time to raising the Valles range and will place them of license, Is the one enacted at the as director of fhe live stock departonions on his ranch near Los An- In the streams for which thev are last session of the state legislature, ment; James C. Hamilton as director
which provides that no third party of the exhildts of the farms, orchards,
geles.
destined.
garden and home; Colonel A. E. Page
The United States fisheries commis- can obtain the license.
Another effort will he made during
"Mrs. Brusner explained the sad cir- Is superintendent of the vegetable disOctober to show that Joe Cans still sion Is ready and willing to supply apretains some of his old time clever- plicants with fish for the streams in cumstances and I issued the license," play, and Mrs. W. C. Burrus that of
the kitchen and pantry display.
ness. He Is to meet Jimmie Gardner the vicinity of the localities in which explained Marriage License Clerk
As no entry fee will be charged exIn 'Frisco at 133 pounds. Heiford, his they live, and, therefore, if citizens in"It would have been inhuman
cept In the speed department, the exmanager, declares Cans can make the terested will make applicant Ions they to do otherwise."
hibitors as well as other persons, will
weight and still be strong.
will receive consignments of trout fish
In the first scrimmage of the year for the purpose named.
See the window display of the Rio be required to purchase tickets, the
Harvard scrubs defeated the varsity
Orande Woolen Mills at the Globe price of which is the regular one of
SARATOGA
cents, but children under
CHIPS FRESH EV- - store, then ask for those $3.50 walk- twenty-fiveleven, 6 to 0.
14 years of age will be admitted for
For no apparent reason. Miss Wini- ERY DAY AT MALOY'S.
ing skirts.
fifteen cents.
fred, a tiotting bud filly by Direct
Hal 2:0i. has changed from a trotter to a pacer. One day laM week Ben
FAIRBANK TO CUT SON
Wbite worked the filly a mile at the
trot In 2:32 at bis Ideal stock farm, at
OUT OF EASY MONtY
Syracuse.
Twenty-fivminutes after
she had trotted that mile White
Washington. I). C, Oct. 3. The rebrought her out to repeat her, and
exposures in the dispatches of
cent
she struck into a pacing gait that put
the vicious nepotism practiced in
Tier In the 2:10 claws. Now she acts
and by high officials of the govaa though she had never known how
ernment,
begun to bear fruit.
has
to trot.
Chicago University threatens to protest Beitke, Wisconsin's big right
guard, on the claim that this is his
f
FITS MANY.
Tty
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To Leave Off Coffee and Use Postum.
I'ostum Coffee kIiows its great
power in many ways.
"I was nursing my baby six months
ago," writes a young matron, "and I
found that tea and coffee did not
agree with me. I grew nervous and
weak, iny appetite was not good, and
besides, bal.y was cross and fretful.
He didn't seem to get proper nourishment from my milk, and friends
said: 'Von must wean him; he is
starving.'
"I guve uii t a ami eoff.-- and tried
cocoa, chocu'ate and milk instead, but
still l.al.y didn t
to thilve. At j
last, on i!,.. advice of a friend, I began !o e I'.iSfUin Coffee, ,),! I call
truly s;iy tha' the effect was wonderful: l.tli baby and I benan to lin-prove in appetite, spirits and Ibsti.j
Immeiiiatt !y. in
my
months'
boy weighed twenty pounds. ;,nd he!
Is as goo a l a'-u.-- a nn d In r could
wish ty lave.
iy drinkii.g l'o.-tuold It.
"I cannot recommend I'ostum I'oodi
Coffee too highly to nursing inothtrs.
It Is better in tbn.ir than the other
cofl. e and is far superior In nutijtive
qualities, supply it. g ju.--t what
must 'nave, us no other food can do."
Name given by I'ostiitn Co., Battle
Creek. Mich.
explained In the
There's a
quaint little book. "The Road to
in each pkg.
noui-lshln-

W

g

Vic President

I
:

J

has sent

Fairbanks

word to a fru nd in Washington, and
usked to have the fact published as
widi ly as possible, that he will drop
his son's name from the senate pay
rolls a! tin ei ly date. He says that
it was le v, r intended that the appointment should be permanent.
I'litii:; t),,. summer there is practically no
to do. ami 'he position
may as w, i: 1... filled by a man without ep':,i:i(c us by an experienced
seer. tarv. .t), the easy money
is
l.cpi in :be :.miilv.
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F. W. Spencer and V. O.

I

OF

ALSUQUEBOUE,

SITORSVERY

M.

N.

Walllng-ford-

CCOMODATiON

AND

CAPITAL, $160,000.00

,

Barnett building,
M. Both 'phonee.
CIVIL ENGINEERS.

,
rooms
Albuquerque, N.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
SOLOMON LUNA, President;
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier; W. J. Johnson.
Asst. cah.a,.
WM. MclNTOSH
SOLOMON LUNA
GEORGE ARNOT
J. C. BALDRIDGE
A. M. BLACKWELL
0.

D. F. MACROLLING,

engineering, surveying and
211 Railroad avenue.
CONTRACTOR & BUILDER.

Civil

CROMWELL

drafting.

DEPOSITORY

A. L. Morgan.
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
AND BUILDER Estimates cheerfully
furnished; Jnh work aollcted. Automatic
'phone 724; ahnp 911 North Second street,
Albuquerque, N. M.

FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA A 8ANTA FE
RAILWAY

FIRST NATIONAL

PHYSICIANS.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

BANK

M.

C. H. Conner, M. D., D. O.

Osteoimthlc physician and surgeon.
President New Mexico Board of Osteo
pathy.
successfully
All
diseases
Offllce
treated.
Barnett building.
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele
phones. Sunday by appointment.
Ur, J. E. Bronson.
Homeopathlo i'hystclan.

Officers and Directors.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS

vp

Ao-P1-

J,.,!a;U

H. F. RAYNOLDS
U. S. DEPOSITORY.

VETERINARY.
Dr. Blott, M. R. C. V. S.
surgeon and dentist
Veterinary
Horses, cattle and hogs treated by
the latest, up to date, approved, scientific methods. O'dce at Trimble's
stables. Old "phone, 3; auto., 122.
FALL TERM.

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

Albuquerque Business College Opens
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Courses Bookkeeping and Penman'
ship. Shorthand, Typewriting,
Eng
lish, Spanish and Mechanical Draw

Ing.
DAY AND

The State

SESSION.
For particulars call or address
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
R. O. STOLL. Secretary.
Library building, East Railroad ave
nue.
ASSAYERS.
EVENING

CORBET

President
Vlce President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

2vVFV,Y

Whiting Block

Room II.

$500,000.00
$250,000.00

Santa Fe Railway Company

&

National Bank

OF ALBUQUERQUE
CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

COLLINS,
United
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
ASSAYERS.
East side of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
&

$100,000.00
$250,000.00

Civil ano? Mining Engineers.

We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we should like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.

Trixy - - Trixy

O. N. MARRON,

President.
J. B. HERNDON. Cashier.

the pair. Try a pair and be convinced.
Boston school shoes for boys and
girls, the kind that will stand hrad
knocks.
For Boys, 90c, $1, $1.25, $1.40 and

0

The Cash Buyers' Union 0

$25

California

"OLD RELIABLE"

L.

ESTABLISHED 1878

B. P UTNEY

WHOLESALE GROCER
Flour, Grain and Provisions

$25

Second Class Colonist Rates

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

Sept. 15 to Oct. 31

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

Stopovers allowed In California. For particulars, call
on any agent.
II. S. LUTZ,
J. J. BYRNE,
Agent.
G. P. A., Ios Angeles, Cal.

RAILROAD AVENUE

ALBUQUERUE, N.

M.

.

0

CEMENT SIDEWALKS

rXXXIXXTXXXIXXIXIXXXXXXXXX

WILLING HELPERS

We are now prepared to figure on cement walks. We use first class
material and employ competent workmen, which justifies us iu giv-in- g
you a positive guarantee.
Our prices will compare favoiably
with responsible competition.

Laughlin Hydraulic Stone Company

riitWtiat
ititiMrtTtrtM
s the use of a helper If
ho

0

I. H. COX, Manager.
Iron Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fixtures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.
Auto. 'Phone, 671.
412 W. Railroad Ave.
Colo. 'Phone, 234

Automatic "Phone, 592.
122 N. 2d St.
WM. DOLDE, Prop.
CXXXXXXXXX

0

0

The Standard Plumbing & Heating Co.

up to $2.

For Girls, $1.15, $1.40 and up to $2.
Underwear for boys and girls, 15c
to 35c a gaiment.
Union suits for Girls, 40c to 50c.

A. McPHERSON, Vice President.
ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.
D.

5

We sell the famous Trixy Hose for
boys and girls. There Is no other
Hose as good for wear. The price Is
20c per pair. Other kind, 10c and 15c

AUTOMATIC PHONE

711.

isn't willing?

Willingness is an ample mantle which will al- most cover all the sins of serv- - if
ice.
But a classified advertise- ment in The Evening Citizen is a '
willing helper that is not only "
ahpuultely competent, btt also Is
a willing worker.
It works all
the time for you. It Is the best V
and most economical publicity in
the world.
t
I
1 II ! 1 I 1 I 1
I!
GO TO THE ALBUQUERQUE PLAN-

H

XXX3000CXXJOCOXXXXXX30CXXXj

WE

HAVE HIT THE

MARK

With our new rates
on residence

t

lighting1.

See the Light Man
FOURTH

AM)

GOLD

AVE.

foi The Evenlns Cltlien

KILL the COUCH
no

CURE the LUNGS

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE

""Dr. King's
Hqvy

the

etUI
lor that often fatal d'.s-pIouov.in w.ts caught by the ease- - (Toll
It has been used wiih
lie ho! pitche, a gnat game sUCCi-Sill o ir family for Ight years."
Bill ' struck out lieven bats-- Mr,.
W'liieacre, Buffalo, N. V.
has
n pitching in his old
Itet.o.t team. The smaller
Cheapest disinfectant Is Halm's
lime. s;clf0 an(j effective.
I

COMMERCE

OCOCOOOC)OOOOOOCXXXXXXXX4a

nu-m-

hich

EXTENDS TO

ARCHITECTS.

S'Jtflrtbe

i

s

shi ep

OF

BANK

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

M.
lm--

old-tim-

of

WITH AMPLE MEAN
FACILfHES

AND UNSURPA8SED

Crom

out your work promptly. Our motto:
"No work, no pay we all work."

i

i

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4. 4 4.

ING MILL
When you want any mill work done.
We don't keep you waiting. We get

i r
j ars a
of
Coal company, at Cailup.
resident of
in
y Wedlll
in the
a y from I.os Angeles to
h ich place be has a

i

t

a

4' 4

"h

Ing.

ttt

i

day on

idiear.
The pli asaiit niiil" worn by "Wild Bill"
man with the canuta the other day alter
for the 1. t n.its aa.tiM Washington. "Wild
men i ha' ii. iv. I. ui could ind win. Of ,ic he
tune toim ami is a tower of strength to the
picture
"W. B." Ui a. :in.

F.ye

i

A.

-.

I

"

n

vv.-i-

K-i'i-n

Well-vjlle,-

J

4

--

E. W. Dobson.
Offlce
Albu jerque, N. H.
John H Stlngis,

r4

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

t-

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

$100,000

4

M. Bond.

82 F street. N.
aahlnirtnn. o. -. Pe alona. landa,
patents, copyrights, caTlats, letter patents, trade marks, claims
H. W. D. Bryan.
Albuquerque,
ATTORNEY A
1
N.
Office. First national Bank build- ATTOKNEY-AT-L.AW-

W.,

4

"

4- -

ottlca.

con-gres-

h

Capital and Surplus

Albuquerqu
M.
Prompt attention given to all
buhlneaa pertaining to the profeaalon.
Will practice In ail courta of the terri
tory and before the United Htatee lan-ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

N.

e

mt--

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Bernard 8. Rodey.

Ira
,

J?

Montestima Trust Co.

HaUrond avenue
Office houra
:0 a. m. to lz:l p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to I
p. m. Telephone 4&L Appointments made
nr mail.
No.

AND IT WON'T COME OFF

i

4 4 4 4 4

Dental Surgeon.
and 16 Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Oooda Company.
Both phonei. Appointment! made by
mall.
fcomuna J, Alger, O. O. S.
Room

e

'y

3, 1905.

BANK INSTITUTIONS
DR.

ll

n--

TUESDAY, OCTOBER

SANTA

FE,

N. M.

Discovery

F0R(J tjUuHS

and

Pries
60c 4 $1.00
Free Trial.

buroat mid ttLuikrc Cure for all
THROAT ami LUNO TROUBLE b, or MONE1 BACK.
n Ti'. irs MfcMami am

THE

FORTY-SEVENT-

BRO. BOTULPH,

H

YEAR BEGINS

SEPT. 4, '05
.PRESIDENT

TUESDAY, OCTOBER

ALJiUQUEKQUE EVENING CITIZEN.

3, 1905.

OUR WORK IN CITY
OF ALBUQUERQUE

0

0

e:

ON 3 and good furniture are synonymous. While we make
specialty of medium and high grade furniture we also carry
a line of cheap furniture, and are In a position to cater to all
tastes and pocket hooks. We ran sell you a cook stove for $7 or
$70; we can sell you a hed for 12.75 or $40; a chair for 60 cents
or $25; a rocker for $1.50 or $'!0; a dresser for $C or $05; a table
for $1 or $40; a mattress for $1 or $8. Other articles too numerous to mention, but If you will call around we will take pleasure
In showing you. "GET THE HABIT."
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OK THE
Bishop Hoss made no mistake when
he appointed Brother J. M. Sollle pas- - 0
tor In charge of our church at Albuquerque, and at the same time gave,
him supet vision as presiding elder! A
over a small, outlying district. TheL
district work was to be supplemented
as far as possible by the brethren oc- - Q
cupying such points as San Marclal, a
Magdalena, Gallup, and others. The'T
emphasis was to be placed upon tb 0
town Itself, w hich is a railroad town
6
and an important distributing center,
and gives promise of a rapid growth
AT
THE
CLOSE
BUSINESS,
25,
Into a substantial city. The Rio
Successor to Futrelle Furniture Co., Corner Coal Ave. and 2d St.
Giande runs like a silver thread,
through a valley made green and fer
tile by its waters. The Santa Fe railroad bisects the town, throwing the
business portion to the west of it and
the growing residence portion to the
-Loans and Discounts,
east, or what Is called the Highlands.
$1,191,220.39
Capital and Profits,
285,030.28
It was delightful beyond expression
to find a resting place in a Methodist
-Bonds, Stocks, Real Estate,
63,222.60
Circulation,
200,000.00
parsonage after two days and nights 0
of steady travel.
And the welcome
Banking House and Furniture,
33,500.00
Deposits, '
2,470,928.21
Traveling Auditor George Montgom- the salaries promptly and the em- had the flavor of an Alabama home.
ery, of the coast lines, has returned ployes have received their due upon Pleasant memories wdll linger around
that family circle, and a visiting
United States Bonds, $ 323,000.00
Angeles, after ten days' work an appointed day.
to
Order and dispatch were not ob-- j brother so generously cared for can
at the Needles office.
talnable with the pay car. The cash- not forget to pray for returning health
1,663,015.50
Cash and Exchange, 1,310,015.50
A. L. Crew, after several months iers started out in them from head-- and strength in the case of the good
spent at the coast and In Ixis Angeles, quarters, and Journeyed over the road.' wile and her son, both of whom had
has returned to Needles and has again making stops at different points and been obliged to seek a dryer and more
Total,
$2,955,958.49
Total,
$2,955,958.49
asunied the duties of foreman of load waiting for the employes to call fori invigorating climate. One passenger
on
facetiously
remarked
engines for the Santa Fe.
the
train
men
not!
The
could
their salailcs.
a
exactly when the car would ar-- j that there was nothing but climate.
The Raton Reporter says: At Pres- know
were not I can testify to the contrary, but one
ton, a point about twelve miles south rive, ami consequently they
going to get thing is certain, it Is the most saluwere
they
sure
when
Hebron-VaRaton,
on the
Houten paid.
of
was not unusual for the car, brious air I have ever breathed, and
branch of the Santa Fe railway, work to be Itfifteen days
late at a station. one which can hardly help to carry
on the construction of the grade of the None of the former inconveniences
are healing to tender mucous membranes, 0
St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & raolfic experienced with the check system.
provided the work of disintegration
railway company commenced the other The salaries are paid on designated has not gone too far.
comday. The Utah Construction
Bishop Key ,who held the New Mexundeviatlng regularity, and
pany is the contracting company do- day withany
ico conference this year at Demlng,
without
display.
ing the work. They have a contract
.
is equally anxious with his colleague,
for 120 miles of the roadbed, from PENNSYLVANIA COMPANY
that one of the best corner lots in the
Cimarron to the proposed connection
PREPARES FOR DROUGHT. town should be secured and a church
of the Mad with the C. & S. at Des
One Cent Per Word for Each Insertions
being laid by the Penn- erected which will he a rallying point
Plan9
are
Moines, a station a few miles south sylvania
company to place for southern Methodism In all that
WITH OCX
To bere preper classfflcattoa ids for this olums mast be Is the office before i a'clrcfe
Railroad
of Folsom.
itself In such a position that in times section. The Immigration from the
p. . Ads psoaea" receive the sane careful atteatioa thai is f Ivea ta ads braajht te alike.
m
a
In
ever
latger
is
than
southern
states
of drought it will have enough water
BAD RESULTS OF
the history of the territory. A great
IGNORANT ENGINEERING. on hand to meet all its wants. The many of our own people are pouring
FOR SALE Good horse, buggy and
WANTED.
year showed that
dry
weather
of
last
harness, cheap. 722 South Broad-- ,
People In San Bernardino from the old system of depending on near- in from Missouri, Arkansas, Texas
la what wa ara doing wMk every
315
ironing.
Washing
and
WANTED
j
way.
report that the by streams and towns for water for and from states east of the Mississippi.
the. desert country
on who Watt Ha dalMaoa flaavenue.
Copper
West
Salton sea is rising steadily, and the locomotives will no longer serve. At
SAL1Two young canary birds,
Last year the membership of our
vor mn4 strengthening qtiaJttJee.
belief is growing that tho sea is go- one
guaranteed singers Call at No. Sol
church in Albuqueique was eighty; WANTEli rnree painters, highest
Thar la na warm waathar bav-rag-e
moone-hal- f
nearly
of
time
the
wages.
C.
Hudson.
A.
ing to become a permanent thing on tive power was laid up on account of this year it is Just double that numTijeras avenue,
that can cam para wttft
the desert.
has WANTED Boomers and uoarders. fUK a ALE UK KENT Hanch of ICO
ber, or Bio. Our congregation
thla refreehlng aXnk on a warm
by
impure
boilers
cortosion
of
the
tho
twenty-f417 West Silver avenue.
The rise at the present time Is alout
day.. It la not only plaaaant to
house, alfalfa, orchacies;
This happened at a time when outgrown our building. Nearly
half an Inch a day, and it is steady. water.
ive
of the southern Methodist fami- WANTED At once, a competent girl
taate, but la Invigorating and
ard, all lnlgable; will sell all or
heaviest.
was
It
business
the
the
The railroad, however, is not experi- meant the loss of large sums of lies own homes of their own, fifteen
part. Box 46, city.
for general housework. Apply 523
$8 per caae of two
wholeeefne.
encing any further trouble of any mo- money
dozen quartas; $2 par caae of
Keleher avenue.
a measure responsi- of whom have bought their homes this
furniture,
was
in
SALE
Handsome
FOR
and
ment from the water, as It has Its ble for
There is no point in the west WANTED Man to work around city
two doaen plnta.
suitable for residence of four or
the piling up of freight trains year.
tracks a, considerable distance above which could
The
home. Good position for responsible
on account where our prospects a:e better.
five rooms. For particulars, call at
not
be
moved
&
the water line. However, should the of there not being enough locomo- membership is religious and ready for man. "A.," this office.
The Citizen office.
rise of water continue many weeks tives in service.
any sacrifice. What we need is an WANTED Girl for general
Auto'.
will
292.
MONEY
Phone
$500
OWNER
NEEDS
ASK FOR DIAMOND ICE.
longer, the railroad company would
Colo. Phono 13
s
work. Given
President Cassatt realized that more equipment for
small family, good
buy $1,000 equity in a nine room
undoubtedly have further trouble.
up to d?te methods would have to be this, an aggressive,
wages. 723 South Edith street.
Highlands,
lot
frame
in
bouse,
the
employed. Since then he has, through church is assured.
100x142, east front; shade and fruit
Ladies to bring their hair
PECULIAR PLEA SET UP
I was surprised to find In a town WANTED
trees, barn and chicken house. Best
BY MISSOURI PACIFIC. his officers, secured the water iight3 of 15,000 people, four good
work to Mrs. II. E. Rutherford. All
ward
and the work of
st; oct in town. This is a bargain.
kinds done to order. 113 Iron aveAccording to the Osborne Farmer, to many streams,
a water pipe line sixty schools, one high school, and a colAddress P. O. B. 114. city
nue
a rather remarkable defense has been constructing
work
lege.
shops
alone
The
railroad
The pipe line
put up by the Missouri Pacific rail- miles long has begun.
many of WANTED A white gentleman cook FOR SALE Engine. Owing to en
is to be extended throughout the sec- more than 1,000 men, and
larging our power plant we offer for
SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
for hotel; good salary; apply at
road for the killing of Kit Sizemore tions
these have their homes with children
waterways
times
the
where
at
power, 285-- !
sale one 8x12,
at Kirwln last winter, for which the become very low. The outlay for this to be gathered into Sunday school once to European hotel, Gallup, New
passenger
Fast
cut-and freight service. Steamship tickets to all narta
j
Buckeye
revolution
automatic
Mexico,
railroad has been sued for $10000 dambut it and brought under the influence of
of the World.
off engine, for $250. Can be seen In
second-hanages. Slzemore was walking along the pipe line will be considerable,
signs
of
Gentlemen's
best
WANTED
church.
of
One
the
the
Connections at Torrance, N. M., with the El Paso & Southwestern,
be of immense advantage to u.e
operation at our mill. It is an ex-- !
right of way of the Missouri Pacific, will
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
company
water Is scarce, as It a growing and a permanent citizenand Chicago, Rock Island & Trifle Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
cellent machine. The John Becker
and
and about six feet from the track. will Insurewhen
300
address
Send
houses
ship
new
was
viaduct.
fact
of
the
that
south
Ye, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At
the railroad a supply of
company, Belen, N. M.
The engine, not following Its usual oc- pure water at
Santa
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor
went up in 1904, and at least 500 will
all times.
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
cupation, left the track and ran over
LOST,
be built before the close of this year. WANTED Gentleman or lady of
Special
given
attention
to
handling
passengers
of
and freight
him. The defense of the railway com- SOMETHING NEW IN
With other churches provided wdth ..good standing to travel with a rig LOST Small, black' purse, contain
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific railpany in the suit is that the ties were
new buildings costing from $10,000 to
$1,072.00 per year
Ing $10 in currency.
MATTER OF RAILROADING
Salary
way,
pleace
by
rail.
Finder
or
via
Torrance,
M.
N.
rotten, the iron rails worn out, the
to and expenses; paid weekly and exreturn by mall to Menaul school.
railroad damage suit industry $20,000, it Is incumbent upon us coYour business respectfully solicited.
railroad generally speaking, was ab- In The
give Brother Sollie all possible
Address, with
penses advanced.
says
telegram,
has
a
recent
Texas,
W. H. ANDREWS,
solutely unsafe, that it was dangerous
S. B. GRIMSHAWi
operation
he
in
enterprise
which
the
Albuquerque,
stamp, Jos. Alexander,
new turn. Tired of being
Co
Pres. and Oen. Mgr.
to ride upon their trains or be upon taken a pay
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
carry
Is
forward,
well
and
to
fitted
M.
N.
to
of
dollars
out
millions
to
made
0
on Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
their right of way while their trains employes or. claims, many of which which lias the Episcopal sanction of
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.
By Chicago wholesale Wagons
were in motion; that all of these facts
and other Chattels; also on
J- - p;,LYNO,
two of our bishops who have studied WANTED
of
some
assistant
fictitious,
A.
house,
to
are
order
L.
believed
le
mall
and
GRIMSHAW.
were known to the deceased, hence
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECity Fit. and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Frt. and Pass. Agt 0
manager (man or woman) for this CEIPTS,
railroads have rdopted the policy the field and appreciate the situation.
they say it was contributory negli- the suing
as low as $10.00 and as high
What is true of Albuquerque is true
Salacci
territory.
when
employes
adjoining
of
GENERAL
their
county
OFFICES
and
SANTA FE, N. M. 15
gence on the part of the deceased, and
as
$200.00.
quickly
Loans
are
made
or
centers
In
four
the
other
of
three
occur through negligence.
ary $20 and expenses paid weekly; and strictly private.
One
it Is generally believed the railroad dents
Time:
& Great North- southwest, If we would hold that counWork
money
The
International
advanced.
expense
company can prove these allegations. ern
one year given. Goods reNo month to your
Railroad conpanw, a Gould prop- try for Christ and the future. But we
pleasant; position permanent.
possession. Our rates
main in
must adopt the policy of concentracourt
required.
district
erty,
filed
experience
has
the
in
suit
or
Investment
are reasonable. Call and aae ui beWOMAN STOPS RAILROAD
Brice, tion upon one place at a time.
against
Frank
particulars
Antonio
of
Sau
full
for
once
at
Write
WORK ON CENTRAL STATION. formerly one of its locomotive enginenvelope. fore borrowing.
and enclose
Note W. R. Lambuth Is the secreTHE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO,
Because of a change In the plans by eers, for $40,000 damages.
& Co., 132 Lake Steamship
Cooper
J.
Thomas
aapahaari
tary
s
iar
tickets to and from all
r. rari m
the foreign mission board of
the engineers of the New York Cen111.
The petition charges tl at Brice was the ofMethodist
Chicago,
Btreet,
parts of the world.
Episcopal
church
tral railroad, the actual woik of re- rejp msible for the w reck which ocRooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
J
building the Grand Central station curred at Kyle, Texas, las. March, in south. The gentleman visited AlbuMALE Hti-- K WANTED.
315 West Railroad Ave.
will not be started for at least two which much railroad property was querque a few weeks ago, and while.
...
tea,
coffee,
rrJrV'rsell
A
to
man
WANTED
M.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
years.
wiecked and several passengers in- here was the guest of Rev. J.
VISIBlt ITPtWHIIEHS
etc., in Albuquerque
extract,
spices,
1
Open
Evenlnge.
authoritatively
was
While it
stated
jured. Brice obtained a judgment for
and other towns. Liberal commisDINE
TO
WELL
WHERE
today that the work of rebuilding ttie $15,000 damages r.paiiifct the railroad
sion paid; bond required and wagon
GAS COMPANY BEGINS
entire terminal would be continued company for ir Juries.
RESTAURANT
furnished. Write Grand Union Tea SANTA
possible,
it
with as great rapidity as
MEALS AT ALL HOURS. Quick
Co., Denver, Colo., 1523 Lawrence
NEW
ON
PLANT
WORK
orld. This la no expert- 'StM? A
may be five or six years befoie the
For All Kinds of Piles.
time, good service, at reasonable
street.
ment. but haa been teat'
plans are entirely carried out.
Albuprices.
place
in
nearest
The
To draw the fire out of a burn, heal a
H-..led and tried, and haa
The persistent refusal of Mrs. Lehon cut without leaving a scar, or to cuie BUILDINGS ARE TO BE CON- WANTED By Chicago manufactur- querque to Santa Fe depot. Open
ing house, person of trustworthiness
i
200,000 la use.
If you
to give up her home in the middle of boils, sores, tetter, eczema and all
In
night.
STRUCTED OF STONE AND CONconnection.
day
Bar
and
and somewhat familiar with local
the site, which will be used as a tem- skin and scalp diseases, use DeWltt's
TRACTS CALL FOR THEIR COMLYNN,
BLUE
BAY,
HAVEN
and
territory as assistant in branch of- POINT OYSTERS in any style. First
tma stall w J J
porary terminal, delays the work. Witch Hazel Salve. A specific for
PLETION BY LAST OF MONTH.
fice. Salary $18 paid weekly. PerWhile her house remains the railroad blind, bleeding, itching and protruding
deavenue,
opposite
Silver
and
street
0
r a
ma
?f ...... " V
manent position. No Investment re- pot. Meal tickets, 21 meals for $5.
Gas, Electric
company cannot close 45th street, and piles. Stops the pain instantly and
The Albuquerque
quired.
Previous experience not
btU. 5- - HAMotY
its approach to the Gand Central Pal- cures permanently. Get the genuine. Light and Power company has comAddress,
essential to engaging.
menced work on its new gas plant,
ace is thereby cut off. Mrs. Lehon Sold by all druggists.
401 W. R. R. Ave.
Manager Branches, Como Block,
which is being erected near the old
has successfully conibatted all atGeneral Agent for
Chlgo.
tempts to have a commission ap- Buen Trabajo en Jos Campos de electric light plant on the east side
New Mexico
of the Santa Fe tracks. The new plant
pointed to condemn. hi r home.
Betabel.
FOR RENT.
EASTBOUND.
is being built to supply the rapidly
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:55
NEW EFFORT TO DEFEAT
I.a cosecha del betabel en el veein-dart- increasing demand for this necessty. FOR SALE Aflne piano, reasjnafrle;
a. m.; departs 8:30 a. m.
apply at this office.
de Rocky Ford y I.amar, ColoSCALPERS OF TICKETS.
A. Van Pitt has tho contract for
No. 4. Chicago Limited, arrives
Officials of the Atchison, Topeka & rado, coinenza. a dentro de unos dlas. the two buildings. One will bo a re- FOR KENT Two rooms furnished.
.1.
11:59 Tuesdays and Fridays; departs
No. 410 South Fifth street
tort bouse ollxliu feet and 20 feet high
Santa Fe, in the reb ut less war that So ncccsita tin gran numcro do
I.os labradores pagaran and the other will be a purifying FOR RENT 1.
AND
they are waging on the ticket scalpers,
safe, Apply 12:09 a. m., Wednesdays and SaturLUMBER
days.
bouse and meter room 2;ix:i4 feel It
the advisability of liuenos sueldos.
lire considering
to F. F. Ti otter.
SHERMAN-WILLIAMPAINT
BUILDINO
PAPER
Always
o
para
Vayanse
Rocky
Ford
I.amar
which
is said that the contract ca.ls for the
using a new kind of envelope, in
RENT Two furnished rooms
Covers more, looks best, wear
Westbound.
completion of these buildings by the FOR
to place tickets and which will pre- de una vez.
stock.
Plaster,
Lime,
housekeeping.
Inquire
at
light
Cement.
for
longest, most economical, full
No. 1, Los Angeles Express, arrives
Companla Ameilcana de Betabel.
last of the present month
vent i heir sale to scalpels.
MOO North Broadway.
p. m.
8:15
measure.
p.
departs
m.;
Paint,
7:30
Glass,
Doors,
Sash
etc.
peCompany.)
Sugar
(American
buildings
Is
Beet
The
are to lie of stone
of
The proposed envelope
Limited, arrives
No. 3, Califo.nia
FOR RENT Nice room, everything
manufactured by the Lnir-thliculiar const ruction. It is so arranged
AND
FIRST
COAL
STREET
AVE.
Thursdays;
ALBUQUERQUE.
Sec10:40 a. m., Mondays and
N. M.
new and pleasant. 415 North
Wards of Pneumonia.
Stone company. With the comas to be sealed from within, leaving
departs 10:50 a. m., Mondays aud
coughs, colds and pulmonary com- - pletion of the buildings now under
ond street.
the outside surface pcrcfetly square All
BTA
nre nil ra til
liu
nilli'Llv' construction the gas company will lie FOR RENT FurnislU'd rooms by tho Thursdays.
Tiliinta
and smooth. It is practically imposNo. 7, San Francisco Fast Mail, arCure. able to 6upp!y its customers with
by One Minute Cough
week or mouth at (124 West Tijeras
sible to open it without defacing it in cured
10:30 p. m., departs 11:10 p. m.
inflamrives
out
phlegm,
draws
Clears
the
avenue.
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works 0
gas
addiplenty of
at all times. The
Home way.
afsoothes
the
and
mation,
heals
and
rooms,
large
store
Two
plant
tions will make the
the most FOR KENT
li Is the idea of the officials to have
Southbound.
If. f. MALL, Proprietor
fected parts, strengthens the lungs, complete In the southwest.
centrally located. Inquire 312 West
0
the conductor taking up the last going wards
No. 27. depaits 11:30 p. m. connects
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shafting!.
and
pneumonia.
Harmless
off
avenue.
Lead
coupon on a ticket, seal up the return
trains.
eastern
with
drugPulleys,
Bars,
by
Sold
pleasant
Grade
all
Babbit
Metal;
take.
to
Columns
Iron
and
Front
fiw
portion of the envelope, which must
FAIR ASSOCIATION
FOR RENT Two elegant rooms, suitNo. 7 carries through chair, stand
Buildings.
0
not lie opened except by the conductor; gists.
able for man and wife. 415 North ard and tourist sleeping cars for Sanj
Repair on Mining and Mill Machinery m Specialty
!
DURANGO
AT
any-ROBBED
If preferred.
Board
on tlie return trip, if opened by
street.
Seeend
Francisco.
The Pantatorium.
Albuquerque, S. M.
one except 'he conductor the ticket!
1"()R RENT
No. 22, arrives from south 7:30 a. ra.,iO Foundry east side of railroad track.
Two cheap rooms for
Clothes cleaned, pressed and dyed.
0
Durango
will not lie honored.
was
K.
Tho
association
Fair
Mrs.
housekeeping.
If.
light
connecting
with No. 2, east bound
delivered.
All clothes called for and
4.
3
$tiiiil
of
except
Sunday
No.
late
robbed
afternoon
and
daily
of
Broadway
and
corner
Rutherford,
All
phone
trains
206
West Silver avenue. Auto
CHECKS ARE DRIVING
at the fair grounds. This represented
No. 1 carries through chair, stand- lror avenue.
OUT USE OF PAY CARS. 721. G. D. Hoffman, proprietor.
the gate receipts for the day. The FOR KENT Two nicely furnished ard and tourist sleeping cars to Los
pay
The bogie of railroad men, The
A Pleasure to All.
ticket seller had given the money to
Angeles.
Inrooms for light housekeeping.
CARRIAGE TRIMMING AND RE- - V
car, continues in itsu on only one or No Pill is as pleasant and iisitive as Clem Russell, secretary of the assoII. S. LUTZ, Agent.
501 North
C.
Martin,
quire
of
J.
Mrs.
PAIRING
A
railroads of the HeWltt's Little Early Risers. These ciation, and Russell stepped out of the
two of the lurg'-Second street.
country and on just a few of the Famous Little Pills are so mild and ticket office for a few moments, lockApartments
Park
TAILORING
MERCHANT
RENT
FOR
in
Harness, Spring Wagons Built to
smaller ones. With the introduction effective that children, delicate ladies ing the door after him. When he reView terrace, eight rooms each;
of the new system of accounts and and weak people enjoy their cleansing turned the box had been broken open
Order.
throughout.
equipment
H.
modern
UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
simpler methods of transacting rou- effect, while strong people say they and the money gone.
19,
room
II.
Grant
block.
Tilton,
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM
0
tine busiucni, it is passing into the are the best liver pills sold. Sold by
The thieves secured entrance by reHORSESHOEING
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
obscurity which other implements and all druggists.
moving some boards on the south side FOR RENT Two large stoie rooms
rooms,
living
ware
twelve
house
and
devices, expedient at foimer periods,
U
of the ticket office, entering from an
CARRIAGE
PAINTING
My merchant tailoring shop is upsuitable
for hotel purposes, with
See the window' display of the Rio old car barn.
have entered. The pay c ar has served
No one noticed any
ave20
over
No.
West
stairs
Railroad
large
neces
In
G'.obe
all
and
yard
rear
Woolen Mills at the
3
suspicious characters leaving and the
its usefulness and is now generally
sary outhouses.
new nue, where I solicit the patronage of
Everything
store, then ask for those $3.50 wa. I- authorities are at sea as to who the
abandoned.
All
guaranteed
public.
the
work
cing
of
corner
Brault,
Mrs.
and
modern.
skirts
Cor. First Street and Tijeras Road ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO.
It was never a satisfactory means
robbers are.
as I have had fifteen years' exBroadway and Ma'quntte avenue.
of distributing salries. It was men ly
Durango
All
the
ministers
combined
blood, makes a mud- In
perience In the business. Suits made
a ready utility. As soon as a better dy, pimplyimpure
a protest, which was published In
FOR SALE.
complexion, headaches, the
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
local papers Saturday, against
method of sending out money to em- nausea, indigestion.
The specific I use will not
Thin blood makes
ployes on a. I parts of a road was you
the fair on Sunday, and the FOR SALE A gentle lamily driving repaired.
pale, sickly. Burdock Blood holding
horse, with harness and buggy; or Injure the cloth. Ladies' garments
found, the pay car began to immedi- bittersweak.
money
loss
tiiis
of
probably
bo
will
makes the blood rich, red, pure viewed by them
0
separate, For partii'iilars see Rev. also cleaned and walking skirts made
QUICKEL & BOTH E, Proprietors
ately disappear.
and their congregan stores perfect health.
V order.
Give me a trial.
So lie. 2L'l South Walter street.
The present pay system of Issuing
tions as retribution for breaking the
O. BAMBINI.
checks is pive,red by the employes
The fair association was FolTI SAT.i:UeM,i:naijt; a flisFclass
Have your floats built and sign work Sabbath.
0
A
CL U
as well as by the officials. The checss done by Stacy & Co., the
acSunday
restaurant,
furnished,
hold
European
on
to
the
and
forced
fair
IVES. THE FLORIST.
only union
arn issued by the treasurer, and they sign writers in town. Quier's old count of losing one day because of
doing a good business, run in con
Fresh Cut, Flowera.
are mailed from ids office on the same stand. Auto phone, 454; Colorado tad weather.
ictoria hotel.'
nection wnli tlie
FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNIXTION. Finest Whiskies, Imported 0
day for the employes at every office phone, 52.
Tlie loss did not include the grand
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE.
flily Eu opean
in town.'
and Domestic Wiues and Cognae, The coolest and highest grade of
401 West
Railroad avenue. Bell
Money maker for right party. Pres-- '
and station. The checks when restand receipts, as they had not been
lager served. Finest and best Ununited and Domestic Cigars.
ceived, are cashed at the banks or
Subscribe for The. Citizen and gem given to the secretary at the time of
cut owmr must leave for California, phone black 25 2. All home cooking.
0
grocery. Thus the company has paid the news.
the robbery.
Address, Box 2S, 1'eming, N. M.
Fresh goods every day.

National Bank
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FLOW OF GOLD.

Last week the bankers of Iterlln. Pnrls,

London and
New York made an effort to advance money rates, allowing as a cause the peace requirements of Russia and
Japan, Bays the Denver News. Hut a single dealer In
kulllon, who was not Interested In the general scheme,
defeated the plan by shipping $l,noi,0n0 in South African
gold bars from Ixwdon to New York, In which market It
met a flow of $17,00(1,000 In fresh gold from Alaska and
other millions in cc.rn and bullion from our own producing mines, from Japan and from Australia.
The
single consignment from London comparatively small
la amount caused the price of call loans to recede, and
the financial Journa.s once more announced that currency was adequate to the demands of trade, with great
crops and great Improvements added.
This calls attention to the revised reports of the
director of the American mints for the calendar year
1804. He placed the gold output of the world in that
year at $341.54G.noi, to which America contributed
meaning 3,y04,!'Sfi ounces. The total for South
Africa was $75.K33.(miO. It is probable that this country
will how a further increase this year, but South African
production will exceed the United States output, as
of lHuii. promising about
is reported for
$100,000.0110 for the twelve months.
With an aggregate
of about $400.0110,000 this year, the Transvaal will provide
a fourth, and the I'nited States probably more than a
fifth. Examination of last year's result in this country
shows Colorado the leading producer of gold, with over
$24,000.0(Mi, almost a third of the total, but as compared
with the preceding year, California made the best gain,
$19,109.(100
In value, exceeding the figures of 1003 by
. about $3,000,0(10.
This is the best exhibit for that state in
over a generation. The recent increase was due to dredge
operations, which are still larger this year. Alaska ranks
third, with a value of $9,304.2i0; South Dakota fourth,
with $7.024.f.oo, and Montana fifth, with $:'),oy7,80O.
0

STOCKING STREAMS
WITH YOUNG FISKI

TRIE

Consignment of Thousands
of Bass and Trout for

llreathes there a man with soul so dead,
Who never to nlmself has said,
"My trade of late Is getting bad,
I'll liy another ten inch ad?1'
If such there be, go mark him well;
For him, no bank account sliali swell;
No angel watch tho golden stair
To welcome home a millionaire.
The man who never asks for trade
Hy local line or ad. displayed,
Cares more for rest than worldly gain
And patronage but gives him pain.
Tread lightly friends, let no rude sound,
Disturb his solitude profound.
Here let him lie in calm repose,
Unsought, except by men he owes.
And when he dies, go p. ant him deep,
That naught may break his dreamless sleep;
Where no rude clamor may dispell
The quiet that he loves so well.
And that the world may know its loss
Place on his grave a wreath of moss;
And on a stone above, "Here lies
A chump who wouldn't advertise."

1,1.
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Arizona.

yo"boyo"r

On the trip to Albuquerque stops
(I'prn maitn at yurimrnr anil Mavn-r.lCity, where l,'""i fish were placed in
ine ponus in that vicinity, a stop was
also made at G.orieta, where 5,000 fish
wera Rent im tti.t
Pervw in ic(,wb
that stream and its tributaries. Territorial Game Warden Page B. Otero
is superintending the stocking of the
streams In the Pecos country.
The car will remain here several
HaVfl flnrlncr
tiro. nnvoral ttw.ti.
sand fish wiil be sent to Flagtsaff, the
t

USE OF

San Francisco Chronicle

utfum, Alpine

DERBY

Three Dollars is a very popular Hat price these days. It suits the average Man.
many Men pay this price for a Hat, t'uey get all sorts of returns for their money

1 1

HA WES

You get the best Hat your money can buy anywhere for the price
come in Soft Hats and Derbies.

M. MANBEIUL,

Will

g

'

SELECTIONS MADE FROM
PRESS OF SOUTHWEST
5

After Many Years.
The old Commerce mine at Ash Peak is again being
worked, and it is turning out some picked ore that will
run more than a thousand dollars to the ton. Some years
ago the Commerce was opened up by Mike Twomey, and
he was working a large force of men on it. One day the
powder magazine, which was In one of the drifts, blew
up, ami several men were killed. The property was shut
down, supposedly until settlement of damage suits could
be made. S(xm atur this Col. Twomey died, and the
property since then has been in charge of a watchman,
who has kept up the assessment work. It Is now being
op. rated under the management of Ed Murphey, who has
$l,j.',t.i;oo been sinking a winze, in order to connect two levels,
years
Total salary for thirty-eigh- t
iin. I so improve Hie entilatioii, and in this sinking he
Total estimated wealth saed out of sa.ary in
thirty-eigh- t
years
$12,000,000 (lit the high grade ore that promises to make the niinu
a great producer
l.ordburg Liberal.
IN PHILADELPHIA.
It has been brought to light, In the effort to clean Free Rural Delivery.
Considerabel complaint has reached this office conout the political Augean stable of Philadelphia, that in
a single election there were more than 21, 0011 repealers, cerning the delay in the delivery of mail along the Mim-breriver. It frequently takes a letter mailed In Silver
while 5,000 illegal or phantom names had been placed on
City as long to reaen these potoffices as ii does if it
the list and voted by tho machine.
There Is an inexcusable delay
It is estimated that no less than 110,000 Illegal votes were mailed in Chicago.
somewhere and it should be remedied. Perhaps the
were cast in Philadelphia last November.
Mayor Weaver has presented another lesson, not so most effective method would he the establishment of a
big, but more comprehensive, by the small taxpayer.
In rnrai mail route. If the Inhabitants along the river are
three months, by inciting on business principles and the Mitl'iciently interested, and to judge from the complaints
tdimination of graft wherevt r he could, Weaver has that have readied this office, they are, they should petition the second assistant postmaster general at Washingtaved to the city just $7Ml,;t;!:i.
ton to investigate the feasihiiiy of the route. Silver City
Here are the figures:
Enterprise.
:."0,ooO
Filter sai.d contract
Garbage removal
It'.o.oou
Benefits From Banks.
Electric Lighting
llK.L'o.l
Street cleaning
lo.'.TJS
The prosperity of a community depends largely on
5:1, nun the policy pursued by its banks.
Architect's coiiiini.-..-ioii- s
For thirteen yeais the Hank of Iteming has been
Total
JTSC'JUU identified with the progress of leming, New Mexico.
The funds of Its depositors have been wisely and
While tlit- t(st art,
well is not down very far, conservatively handled, and every call for a return of
it has already corroborated as a fact what was believed the same has been honored with unfailing promptness.
before,, and that Is that the supply of subsurface water
The resources of this bank have been used to proavailable for pumping purposos is almost Inexhaustible. mote and strengthen worthy and responsible enterprises,
Ijirge supplies of good water ran be obtained throughout and much of the progress of this community is duo to
the valley at a pumping head of from 16 to CO left.
the careful, et liberal, policy followed in making loans.
1) liiing Graphic,
Otero Advertiser.
3
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fish will be sent to Ixirdsburg,
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The Happy Housewife

THE CELEBRATED

Who takes pride In her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful, and her
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate

O. F. C.
WHISK y

--

.

e

HIDE

Tomorrow night at the Elks' opera
house "Ramona" will return to Albuquerque for one night, and it is needless to say that the house will he an
unusually large and fashionable one.
"Kamona" made a wonderful success
here last Saturday night and a general
demand was made for one more performance, and Manager Matson Is to
be congratulated on securing the company for tomorrow night.
Miss Calhoun is to be commended
not only for her effective work in the
scenes of the drama, but for her ln:
dividual effort in keeping alive the old
traditions, customs, legends and glowing "atmosphere" of Spanish hacienda
days, when men lived not alone for
gold, and the spirit of love and life
was abroad In the land.
There is a general rusb. for seats at
Matson's news store, and it is advisa
ble to secure your seats early.

Distillers,
FRANKFORT, KY.

BAIN AND OLD HICKORY WAGONS

CALL ON PRESIDENT
Washington, I). C, Oct. 3. John
Mitchell, president of the United
Mine Workers of America, had an interview with President Roosevelt by
appointment. He remained with the
president for half an hour. At the
conclusion of the interview Mitchell
said he had urged the appointment of
Louis Hammerling, editor of the official organ of the United Mine Workers, as collector of internal revenue
Hammer-linfor the Seranton district.
is opposed by some members of
the Pennsylvania congressional delegation.
"I did not discuss with the president the labor situation in the anthracite coal fields," said Mitchell.
Work of opening up the much talked
of road from the extension of North
Fourth stieet and southeast corner of
the Albuquerque Indian school, was
begun yesterday. This will give the
school a more direct road to the city.

J. KORBER & CO.,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Corner 1st St. & Copper Ave.

Boarding Horses a Specialty
XXXOOCOOCX30000000
Movin

HIS MOTHER'S BREAD

Shippin'

Drayin'
FREIGHTS

He says,

once, you'll
Prices right;
call again.
there ain't no gougln'.

was always

us

You have

By

WELL BAKED.
Well,

the Albuquerque Transfer Men

OCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXDCXX5

O. F. PL ATT,

The real cleaner and dyer. Ladies' and gentlemen's
fine
Portieres,
clothes a specialty.
Hen-drix
etc. 509
lace curtains,
avenue. Old 'phone, Red,

FURNITURE AND CROCKERY

JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

PENINSULAR RANGE

Dealers In

In dollars and cents they cost no more. In quality they are
superior. In durability t hey last longer. One-thir-d
better than
any other. You are most cordially invited to examine our new
line.

Groceries, Flour, Hay
Grain and the Best
of Meats

M.

ELKS' THEATER

Wednesday,

Prices

OCTOBER T
Of the talented young actress

s

Virginia Calhoun
And an Kxcellcnt Company in

RAMONA

For

DRAGOIE

the Sick or

-X-X

75c and 50c

FURNITURE

CO.,

205

Gold

Ave.

000000-00Oooooooooco
of Unredeemed
A

O. W.

STRONG'S SONS
Automatic,

I

Of

Nice Line
and High Price Overcoats, for

Tailer-Mad- e

Sale Cheap, at
"THE

or Nlg'nt.

Seiive

Colo. Phone, 75.

tsken at a fslr valuation.

o

ROSEN FIELD, the Pawnbroker
The Largest
147

"Dilp, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
Better cook with safe gas.

118 RAILROAD

MAN

Pawn-Brokin-

YOU

CAN TRUST"

Establishment

AVENUE

00OS0C0JO000

NOTICE.
To Whom it May Concern: This Is
to certify that Mr. Antonio Ortiz has
severad his connection with the under
signed. All outstanding company accounts w ill be collected and paid hy the
AI.UUQUKRQUE CARRIAGE CO.,
Successors to Ortiz & Co.

The California romance, dramatized
from licit n limit Jackson's novel, (auANNOUNCEMENT!
thorized by Little, llrown &. Co., and
'. 11. Jack.-"n-,
owner of copyright).
A glorious l,.vo tale set
MUs Viola Kremer and Miss Agnes
In Idyllic
scenic etu iiiiiiincnt special music.
Stillborn announces tho opening of a
studio in rooms 35o(j Harnett block.
Mls Kremer is a graduate of the
Michigan Conservatory of Music at
letroit, Mich., and will teach voice
and piano. Miss Stillborn is a recent
arrival from New York and will take
Seats on Sale at Matson's
a limited number of pupils in drawing
Tuesday, October 3.
and water colors. Studio hours from
K:ao to 12, 2 to 4:30,

$1,

THE McBRAIN

Injured.

Prompt

Day

Plain Figures $3Q and Up

Old stovee

AMBULANCE
Moving

In

276.

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North Broadway, Corner of Washington Avenue. AL13UQUERUE.N. M.

A

-

The saving of time means comfort.
The saving of labor means ease. The
saving of money means eoonomy. All
these savings csn best be attained by
Installing a

& MATTEUCCi

'phone, 109. Old 'phone,

A-

Time, Labor
and Money

STAGE LINE

Carries the United States mail;
only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. For
particulars, address W. L. Trimble &
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea, N. M.
P. LOMMORI

CoM

BORRADA1LE & CO..

Hats cleaned and blocked in any style.
Clothing steam cleaned and pressed.
Corner of Third street and Gold avenue, In the car.

Murbadk
-x-x-z

a Charter Oak.

.

The Albuquerque Hatters
and Steam Cleaners

Auto,

Stove or Range
used makes a
difference.
His mother used

there is a knack
In making it,

This is a better country tc
IMPORTED GOODS A SPECIALTY
live-in- ,
because Schilling's Besl Call at C24 West Tijeras Road.
is in it.

But don't forget
the kind of

fllli

SO LIGHT AND

1892-190-

5

CARRIAGES, BUGGIES and
HARSPRING WAGONS,
NESS and SADDLES, at
SAVING PRICES.
MONEY
Everybody welcome to look
rethrough our threi-floo- r
pository.

p iiv? wrmriwrsi ami

XXXXX)OCOCOOOCOCOOOOOOOO

MITCHELL TELLS WHY

2

OOOOCOC

296-2-

x-x-x

114 West Copper Avenue.

tOPtHICHT

HIGHLAND LIVERS
STABLE

AT ELK) THEATRE

;

J
J

M. BERGER

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

Because Robert Plandon failed to
settle an account which he had with
Frank Fracarolll, the South Second
MELINI & EAKIN
street saloon keeper, he received
rough treatment at the hands of his
Sole Agents.
creditor yesterday. Failing to collect
Albuquerque, M. M.
the bill, Fracarolll proceeded to take
Automatic Phone, 199.
It out of lilandon's hide, with the result that, he was arres'ed and fined
$5 today in police court. He paid up
and was discharged. The court Instructed Ulaiidoti to pay his bil.s in OOCXXXXXXOCXKXXXXXXX)COC)0
the future and thus avoid getting into
O. D1NSDALE
t rouble.

lWt

j

Bottled in Bond.

MERCHANT RESORTS TO FORCE
TO COLLECT BILL AND LANDS
IN POLICE COURT AS A RESULT

Yum

t

and-ligh-

BILL

OUT OF MAN'S

These splendid Hats

a

rf

La, Veta and other points In
1
new 1uexico.
Captain Pierce reports that very
few fish died on the trip. The car in
which they are contained is fitted up
with the Intent nnntinncna fnr th,
transporting of young fish and is a
very interesting signt 10 see.

TRIED TO COLLECT

While
When

Fin?usand

Grand Canyon and southern Arizona,
wnere me streams in tnose localities

t

cap-con-

fore the Legislative Investigating Committee, that he Is
not a millionaire. However, here is what reputable
papers are publishing about him:
McCall'i Startling Advancement.
1867-61,44(1
$
Clerk, $720 a year
18G9-7Messenger, $St)U a year
3,2oo
1873-712.000
Insurance examiner, $2,0uo a year....
1879-8tDeputy
insurance
superintendent,
18,0(10
$3,000 a year
188C-9Comptroller for Equitable, $ 5,M o a
90,01111
year
President New York Lite, $75,000 a
year
t,7rooo
1901-0President New York Life, $loo,ooo &
400,(1011
year

t

('.nit T C I(iri nml
contains OwiikiiiiiU nf viiiinc hnsa anil
trout. The fish are from the govern
ment hatcheries at. .Neoslio, Mo., and
111
M erOlblKin
unit wilt tin liuorl
stock tho streams of New Mexico and

rhari'n

In

The United States leads all other nations In the total
consumption of tobacco, while Belgium stands at the
head of the
countries, so far as the
per capita consumption of the "fragrant weed" Is concerned. Germany and Russia are tho only two other
countries besides the United States which show a total
consumption of over 100,000,000 pounds. The following
table, which furnishes the figures of total and per capita
consumption of different countries, shows that the
PRESS BULLETIN.
Bulletin 199, of the United States Geological Survey, United States consumes twice as much tobacco as Gerreleased yesterday to tho press, contains an investiga- many, which stands second on the list:
Total
Per
tion of the "black sands" of the United States, and from
ita
following:
Citizen
selects
The
the
it
sumpsamples
sand
requesting
"A circular letter
of black
tion,
tion.
was sent last March to the 8,000 placer miners of the
Country,
Pounds. Pounds.
United States and 828 samples of sand have been re440,00ii,(ioo
5.40
These came from Alabama, United States
ceived for investigation.
3.44
201,783,000
Alaska, Arizona, British Columbia, California, Central Germany
1.10
150,241,000
America, Colorado, Cuba, Georgia, Idaho, Indian Terri- Russia
2. 10
84.393,000
tory, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Mexico, Mississippi, Mis- France
1.95
83,378,000
souri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico, New United Kingdom
3.02
78,755,000
York, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma Territory, Ore- Austria
2.42
47,905,000
gon, Pennsylvania. South Dakota, Texas, Utah. Vermont, Hungary
Ilelgltim
(!.21
44,273,000
Washington, West Virginia, Wisconsin and Wyoming.
1.05
34,549,000
"This shows a greater interest in the mat (it of ob- Italy
2.74
13.400,000
taining additional useful values from black sand than had Canada
1.39
18.870,000
been expected. Of these, 193 specimens have been as- Mexico
2.50
10,158,000
sayed for their contents of gold anil platinum, with the Australia
In a few European countries the tobacco trade has
results shown in the accompanying table:"
been monopolized by the government.
The total gross
In this department, New Mexico showed the followrevenue from the tobacco monopoly in France is shown
ing:
Los Cerrillos, Santa Ke county trace of gold; trace to have been over $81,000,000 in 1902, which is tantaof platinum. Teco.ote Mountain, Lincoln county trace mount to a head tax of $2.08. By dividing the quantity
of tobacco officially consumed into the gross revenue
of gold; trace of platinum.
the average cost to the consumer can be determined.
Of other minerals, New Mexico showed the followWhat per cent of the total outlay for tobacco goes to
ing:
Bernalillo County Magnetite, ilmenite, pyroxene, the government in tho shape of excise, In such countries
where the manufacture and sale of tobacco is left to
hematite, garnet, zircon, biotite, and epidote.
Sandoval County Magnetite, iimenite, .hematite, bio. private enterprise can not be stated with any degree of
'
certainty.
4
tite, rutile, pyrite, epidote, and zircon.
In this country the total value of tobacco manufacMagnetite, hematite, Ilmenite, epi, Santa Fe County
tures, according to the twelfth census, was in excess of
dote, garnet, and zircon.
Sierra County Magnetite, ilmenite, garnet, mona-zite- , $2(13,000,000, exclusive of the value of imported manufactures of tobacco and profits of all kinds, which are
zircon, and rutile.
comparatively high in the tobacco trade. The total government revenue of 65.8 million dollars constitutes thus
RAILROAD COMPARISONS.
a much smaller percentage of the total consumers' cost
ComDepartment
The Bureau of Manufactures,
of
merce, recently called attention to the following con- than in the European countries, with the possible exception of Germany and Belgium, where the tax on to,
trasts
The freight rates on English roads is 1.93 cents a ton bacco is comparatively email.
Great Britain does not produce any tobacco, but immile. A ton mile of merchandise or live stock in England
costs 2.91 cents and on ail commodities an average of ports all she uses from abroad, principally from this
2.32 cents. Against these, the figures for the same ser- country. The duties are very high, the average rate per
vice in the United States are surprisingly small, being pound being five times as high as in this country, with
.58 of a cent. On German roads it is 1.42 cents; on the the result that, while the per capita consumption is
Vrench 1.55 cents; Austrian 1.16 cents and Hungarian relatively low, 1.95 pounds, as against 5.4 pounds In the
United States, the total revenue from tobacco is almost
1.30 cents.
England's
rates per mile in the same as high as in this country.
The taxation of tobacco appears to be highest In
classes were 4 cents, Germany's 3.8 cents. For their
average day's wages, workmen can travel as follows: Italy, France and the United Kingdom, and lowest in
American 05 miles, British 35 miles, German 53 miles, Belgium, Mexico, Germany and the United States, in
French 40 miles, Belgian 30 miles, Italian 38 miles, and the order named. On the whole, it is true that the
countries with the highest taxation show the lowest conEast Indian 21 miles.
On American roads, locomotive engineers average $4 sumption and inversely, though there is no exact correa day; English $l.(i2; Belgian, $1.01. American firemen spondence, for the reason mainly that, while the tax conget $2.28; British 91 cents; Belgian 72 cents. Railroad stitutes a very large portion of the consumer's price,
section handis in the United States are paid two to four high taxes or increased taxation may result merely in
decreased consumption of the more expensive grades of
times as much as section hands on foreign roads.
Forty per cent of the gross earnings of American the article and increased consumption of the cheaper
railroads goes to labor, whi.e only 25 per cent goes to grades.
capital. In England labor gets 27 per cent, capital 38 per
cent. In Germany the division is equal.
be
Inbe-

Mats

the United
nrrlir.
ed from the ea-- t last night attached
to passenger train No. 1 and wili remain hero several days. The car is
Fisheries car

tntfH rl,t,tn

TOBACCO BY LEADING NATIONS

tobacco-consumin-

1

PLACED IN STREAMS

NOW BEING

St!

COMPARATIVE

Mexico

New

two-third- s

NOT MILLIONAIRE.
John A. McCall, president of the New York Life
surance Company, said on the stand, when testifyng,

3, 1905.

A POET WHO SINGS OF

SOME THINGS THAT ARE
By M. L. Corty

initkllnhed Daily and Weekly

W.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER

RIO GRANDE

in

the Southwest.
NEXT TO ST. ELMO

0K0000O0K0
LUMBERIO.

General Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

I

The St. EImo

Third and Marquette

whitUw
Wlnes.Brandto.Etc,

JOSEPH BARN KIT, Prop.

'

120 West Railroad Arenve

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

I

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 3,

ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN.

1905.

GENERAL CALL OF

S. C. JACKSON

MANY ARIZONIANS

MAS

WANT STATEHOOD

DEFICIT OF LATE

fair

CRIMINAL DOCKET

RESIGNED

PAGE FIVE.

The Golden Rule Dry Goods

growing;

THE BIQ STORE WITH LITTLE

Senator Brownlow Says That Richard Jones Succeeds Him This Kill be Had at Opening Figures Presented Last Night
of Court Tomorrow
Show That it has Reached
as Manager of American
Many Erstwhile Tennes-sean- s
Morning.
Lumber Company.
Over $1,800.
Favor it.
NOTABLES

THROUGH

PASS

CITY

RESIGNATION

CAUSES

OPENING

SURPRISE

Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 30, '05.
of the
a pood E. F. Allen, Vice Chairman, American
Lumber Company, City.
Mexico
Dear Sir; On account of a desire
and Arizona.
Senator llrownlow Is father of the on my part to make a change I hererural free delivery mail service, ex- with hand you my resignation as genSenator W. P.

Brownlow,

First district of Tennessee, Is
friend of the people of New

tensively In vogue over the United
States, and of the pood roads movement recently lnaimurated. He Is also
a friend of the statehood enthusiasts
of the territories seeking

'

,

Mr. Brownlow Is a member of the
national hoard of managers of the soldiers' homes of the United States,
which is now on a tour of the westInstitutions
ern states Inspecting
which come under Its supervision.
Theie are 32,ono volunteer soldiers
being cared for in the nine
now
homes in existence and $100 Is contributed each year for the support of
each of these old veterans. The government disburses $3,2H(Knoo yearly
for the support of the veterans of the
Civil war who are not
and this money passes through the
hands of this board of managers. The
gentlemen wno handle this money
were in the city between trains this
niornig en route east.
Among the party were Major CSen-erMartin P. McMahon, of New
York, president of the board; United
States Senator William Warner, of
Kansas City, Mo., the first republican
senator from that part of the state In
thirty years; General J. Marshall
Brown, second vice president of the
board and a capitalist of Portland.
Me.; General Charles M. Anderson, of
Greenville. Ohio, former member of
congress from that state; Colonel W.
P. Brownlow, of Jonesboro, Tenn.,
congressman from bis state and member of the appropriations committee;
John M. Holly, banker of I.a Crosse,
Wis., and Former Governor Mark
ham. of California.
ITon. H. S. Rodey, Colonel W. S.
Hopewell and Captain W. H. Gillen
water, who had been advised in ad
vanee of the coming of the party
were at the depot to greet them. Cap
tain Gillenwater was secretary to Senator Brownlow when the latter was
first elected to the United States senate in flip !)0's.
The Tennessee contingent to congress is for statehood for the territories. Senator Iirownlow is an es
pecially strong advocate of 'it, and he
said this morning that he could see
no reason why it should not be granted. He had received many letters
from Tennessee people who have gone
to Arizona, and they are all in favor
of statehood, single or double. And
he said that, judging from thp number of letters he had received from
Arizona., a very large portion of Ari
zona's 150.000 people formerly lived
In Tennessee.

MINING

CONGRESS

As during the irrigation congress,
when Kl Paso was made the "flag
city," bunting and flags of red, white
and blue wili he used during the
American Mining congress, to decorate the streets of El Paso, says the
Herald. With the colors of the United States will be used red, white and
green of the sister republic.
This decorative scheme was decided
upon Saturday afternoon at a meeting
of the general entertainment committee. The flags which were purchased
a year ago are In readiness for service, and the close relations existing
between the two republics will be typified by the grouped colors.
.
As a committee on decoration, John
Fisher J. M. Wyatt, J. F. Williams,
Z. L. Cobb and T. J. Jones were appointed. They will call upon the business men, and request them to take a
hand in making Kl Paso resplendent
In national colors.
Pioneer place was selected as the
location best adapted for holding the
drilling contests.
The troJey car ride, trip to the
and
smelter, bull fight, receptions
smoker and the other features of entertainment were discussed, under the
leadership of Chairman Martinez, and
the committee adjourned to meet
again this present week.
TRIED

d

As will be seen from the above communication, Mr. Jackson tendered his
resignation as manager of the American Lumber company on Saturday
last, but official announcement of the
same was not made until last night.
The resignation comes aa a distinct
surprise
to Mr. Jackson's many
friends In Albuquerque.
Mr. Jackson came to this city a little over a year and a half ago from
Duluth, Minn., and Immediately enter-e- r
upon the duties of general manager
of the big lumber mills of the company in this city. He has been exceedingly popular with his employes and
this was especially evidenced at a
banquet given In his honor last fall
and at which Mr, Jackson was the recipient of a handsome diamond ring,
a gift from the employes of the mills.
Mr. Jones, who will succeed Mr.
Jackson as general manager, Is In the
city and will at once enter upon his
duties. He is an experienced man in
the lumber businS3 and. is welcomed
as a resident of Albuquerque.

THE MARKETS
-

STOCK

ME: M

MONEY

WOOL

Closing quotations Received by Levy
Bios., Correspondents for Ixgan
& Bryan. Barnett Building.

9:30

O'CLOCK

INVESTIGATING COMMITTEE

At the opening of the district court
tomorrow morning there will be a
general call of the criminal docket for
the purpose of setting cases for trial.
District Attorney Frank W. Clancy
requests that all defendants under
bond should be In attendance.
Judge Abbott has adopted a new
rule. It Is that hereafter court will
convene at 9:30 o'clock sharp and the
court hopes that witnesses and others
having business with the court will
divest themselves of the Idea that 10
o'clock Is the opening hour, which has
heretofore been the case.
Samuel Gordon Pleads Guilty.
Samuel Gordon, charged with carrying a deadly weapon and who when
arraigned before tho court yesterday
afternoon, pleaded not guilty, was
brought before Judge Abbott this morning for trial. When the prisoner saw
the Jury, he weakened and changed
his plea to guilty. Gordon was sentenced to pay a fine of $50 and costs
and to stand committed until such fine
was paid. This was the only business
transacted today by the court, an adjournment being taken until 9:30
o'clock tomorrow morning.
Number of Prisoners Arraigned.
Yesterday afternoon after the court
had finished empaneling the petit Jury
a large number of prisoners were arraigned and pleaded as follows:
Emello McClure, charged with the
murder of Carmel Baca and Nicolas
Sanchez at
Posta crossing on the
Rio Puerco in last May, pleaded not
guilty to both charges. It is thought
that his trial will be the first to be
tried at this term.
Milton W. Wilcox, charged with obtaining money under false pretenses,
pleaded not guilty.
Charles Kelly, charged with larceny,
pleaded not guilty.
William K. Lee, charged with assault with intent to murder, pleaded
not guilty.
William Moore, charged with larceny, pleaded guilty and was remanded to jail to await sentence.
Thomas Meehan, charged with larceny, pleaded guLty as did H. McDonald, charged with obtaining money
under false pretenses. Both men were
sent back to 1ail to await sentence.
Jose Baca, the accomplice of Claude
Doane, in his cattle stealing raids in
this county last Bummer, and who was
caught with Doane In northern New
Mexico, pleaded not guilty.
K. L.'Draylingtou, charged with larceny, pleaded not guilty.
Jose Peralta, charged with larceny,
pleaded not guilty.
Trujlllo and Chaves, charged with
stealing sheep, pleaded not guilty.

The executive committee of the late
"unpleasant" territorial fair met again
last night, and, between that tiuiu and
the meeting last Friday night, the deannual fair had
ficit of the twenty-fiftclimbed skyward, and now reaches
the startling figures of over $1,800,
and this added to the deficit of the
P.tol fair brings the grand total up to
something over $4,500.
Pretty nice figures a whale of a
big deficit for the contributors of
these annual gatherings to face, and
that, after Manager Chadbourne, of
the Traction company, has officially
figures that
announced in
52.500 people were handled by the
street car company during fair week.
Of course, such a great number of
people did not attend the fair, but It
has been suggested that a mathematically-Inclined
student, with a sharp
lead pencil, may closely figure out the
attendance at the late fair.
Going back to, the meeting, just before the committee was cabed to order, President Greer was reading The
Citizen, and after the following paragraph: "In view of the various rumors about the late fair," asked the
chairman of the executive committee,
W. T. McCrelght, to state to the meeting what rumors he had heard. The
gentleman took the cue, and. without
any attempt at humiliation, stated
that he was not quite prepared to
make a statement as to the various
uncomplimentary rumors, but if he
wished to know some of the reports
all he had to do was to ask the members present and they would tell him.
During the evening they did tell blm,
and Vice President rnot, on several
occasions, said "the officers of the fair
association were now under fire."
Mr. McCrelght moved, which motion
was seconded, that an auditing committee, to act also as an Investigating
committee, be named, but this motion
was withdrawn on the suggestion of
P. F. McCanna that the committee
should first hear the reports of the
secretary, and it could then be determined whether such a committee was
necessary.
Further along in tho meeting, the
fact developed that such a committee
should be named, and, on again taking
the floor, .Mr. McCanna favored the
Idea of an investigating and auditing
committee, whereupon the following
gent.emen were named: D. A.
chairman; W. T. McCrelght,
P. F. McCanna, Felix Lester and B. H.

C. &
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Erie, common
50 hi
Erie, first
82
Ixjuisvllle & Nashville
155
106
Missouri Pacific
Metropolitan
12li
Mexican Central
2414
New York Central
151
Norfolk
8ti
Reading, common
12414
Pennsylvania
144
Rock Island, common
34
Rock Island, pfd
80;ii
Republic Iron & Steel, common.. 24
Republic Iron & Steel, pfd
93
70
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
182
37 V4
Southern Railway
, 88
Tennessee' Coal & Iron
35
Texas Pacific
134
Union Pacific, common
IT. S. S., common
39
U. S. S., pfd

105
23
55
26

Wabash, common

O. & W

Greene, Copper

85

Provisions.
Chicago, Oct. 3. Closing prices:
Wheat December,
84c; May,
c.

Corn

October,

Oats

October,

43c.

49c;
27c;

277Kc.

Pork

December,
December,

$14.82; January,
Lard October, $7.17;
January,

$12.32.

October,

$6.80.

TO MAKE A POINT
BUT MADE A MISTAKE

The Morning Journal, this morning,
went out of its way in an attempt to
make a point against The Evening
Citizen, but made a grievous mistake,
besides showing marked discourtesy,
as Commissioner Uruusleld states, toward the board by publishing tho
items before the board had turn.' to
act in the matter.
In its article on the meeting of tho
board of county commissioners, the
Morning Journal says:
"A number of bills were sent back
with requests for amendment, among
t hem
a bill fur printing from the
Daily Citizen, for which double the
commercial rate hud been charged the
county."
By reading the above paragraph,
one not acquainted, is led to be.ievo
that this paper had not charged the
county commercial rates, or, in other
words, had overcharged the county.
The Morning Journal, for reasons
obvious to itself, is not explicit in its
charge, for the items alleged to have
been overcharged are legal in their
nature, and The Citizen, like the Morning Journal of previous years, has
either charged such publications ut
ten in) cents per line, or, in accordance with the law on the subject, $1
per inch for the first insertion, and
sixty it;n) cents for subsequent
lions.
Tho attempt to make a point
against The Citizen, after the Journal
has itself practiced tills method of
charging, and especially at this time,
falls flat anl will have no weight
whatever with the people.

Ribs

$6.45.

October,

$8.50;

January,

Kansas City Live Stock.
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 3. Cattle
Receipts, 26,000; market steady: fed
l( rinir
crtviie
ciara I I l!
nntii'fl
southern steers, $2.734.75; southern
rows, 9 i.i oit z.io; native rows ana
h Slit's". I'D II r.tfiT. 'tr. utnttnfa an1 fm.H.
( rs, $2f3;
western steers, $2.75 (i 4.50;
Sheep Receipts. 6, out); market was
steady; muttons, $ 4 fi 5 lambs, $5.50
;

ewes, $414.50.
Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago, Oct. 3. Cattle Receipts,
13.0110;
market steadv to strong:
beeves, $3.55?! (i. 25; cows and heifers,
$1.40? 4.50;
stockers
and feeders,
$2.35fc4.25;
Texans,
$3.35tf 4.25;
westerns, $3.1nf4.60.
4O,fio0;
Sheep Receipts.
market
steady;
sheep, $3.75?J 5.1o ; lambs,
$4..'jO(t 7.75.

Closing Stock Quotations.
Atchison, U'i':
Atchison preferred. I04S,; New York
;
Central, I'll1-.Pennsylvania, 1 4 4 tm ;
Southern Pacific, To'i; Union Pacific,
134;
Union
Pacific preferred, f't'i'i;
Amalgamated Copper, 85;
United
Stales Steel, 3!; United States Steel
prctircd, 105V
New York. Oct. 3.
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per cent,
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TO SMOKE

September 30,

1905.
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"Mother was lucky"
gas range.

papa bought a

mm

IIS

best Rddroad

Ave.

167

LONG

COAT

$10.00 to $45.00

SUITS

A very large and well selected stock of assured styles, In
long coat effects. New and exclusive designs and materials,
comprising a wide range of colors.

THE NEW COATS

$7.50 to $50.00

Long and medium length coats, the very newest models, In
Broadcloths. Covert Clotns and Kersey Cloth.

and Dress Skirts

SKIRTS-Wal- king

In

greatest variety; skirts from

$2.50

South Second St.

iijivfti

UUJoAnUI

T.,,
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to

No

$40.

what kind or size you want, we can please you.

Fl!RS$5.00 to

matter

$150.00 Each

Greatest line of Furs ever brought to the city. We would be
pleased to have you call and look over this beautiful line.
Women's Waists, 8weater and Petticoats
ments and Variety.

In

Great Assort-

0

0
0

We
are showlnf

imBM

and Winter
signs In

We
In

Special Prices

On the Following
$9
.. .$6.75
$8
25c
China, at 20

Decorated Haviland
per cent discount.
75c Glass Berry Seta
35c Glass Water Pitchers
Decorated Lamps
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
i
oream cereal cookers
50c Steam Egg Poachers
$12.50 Buggy Harness
5

25e
20c
$1.25
$3.25
05c
40c
$10.50

Our prices are the lowest.

0
v

Albert Faber,
Southwestern

305 Railroad

IIS West Silver Ave.,

taurant.

Teas. Coffees, Extracts

Splcej and Halting Powder.
BUTTKR and EOGB
We handle our own brands
of Hutter and can guarantee the freshness and good
quality.
All
our highest
grade of goods bear our own
label and are guaranteed by
us.
Colo. Phono Black 79

trical Contractors'

As-

sociation.

216 SOUTH SECOND ST.

lhe Colorado lelephone

C00sOC4KD0OO00OOO

m

s. r. vann, o. o.

Eyesight Specialist.
President of New Mexico Hoard of
Optometry.
First established optician In New
Mexico. (Jlassea fitted for poor sight,
headache Hnd nervous strain.
Olllce Room 'J, Whiting block. Appointments
made at Vann's drug
store.

Room

18,

Co.

N. T. Armijo Building.

J
A

Do you realize that you can get
modern telephone service today for
what you are paying for inferior service?

The only long distance transmitters
and receivers; wall or desk sets; long
time contracts, as you wish; lowent
rates.

OUR COAL YARD
Is chock full of coal that will

your heart and warm

gladda

your heme
when Its cold.
Kill your bin te
next winter now and avoid the rnasi

i

Strong's Sons

LOOK

American Block coal, the best GsJIb
mined. Cerrlllos Lump, the standard
heating coal. All sizes of bard eosd
7

WOOD

"

UNDERTAKERS
and

Factory wood. $3.00 full load; Orewa
Mill wood, $2.00 full load.
Eureka Whits Lime.
HAHN'8 COAL YARD.
Auto Phone, 416.
Colo. Phone, 44

t

MONUMENTS.
201 211 N.

v

We give tlrkets for the
Piano Contest.
Member National Elec-

e

Superintendents
Falrvlew
Santa liarbara Cemeteries.

0

Of Every Description
Agents for the Crocker-Wheele- r
Dynamos and
Motors.
Store and Residence Wiring a Specialty.
All
work fully guaranteed.
Agents for the celebrated
"Gyrofans."
See them
In European Hotel Res-

THE DUKE CITY
Tea and Coffee Co.

W.

Avenoe

Electrical Pumping Plants

O0tK)OC0CC0C040O

0.

-

Electric & Construction Go.

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.

Stick

0

Blankets, Comforts and Pillows

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

Complitt

J

And also a full line of

$12 Refrigerators
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves.
$8 China Tea Sets
40c China Salad Bowl

A

0

Curtains, Portieres and Draperies

our nne, at prices that ara fair and
square, and we are now making

$1-7-

0

:r the Fall
..son, new de--

Carpets. Rugs, Matting, Linoleum,

Offer to supply you with anything

I

0

0

an.

poor cluars when good ones are
obtainable at the bame price la
a crime. At every price from 6
cents up
CIGARS
can be purchased here. This
Block is made up of goods that
w'ill certainly please.
There's
something for every man ac- - 0
cording to his taste Imported.
Key West and Domestic Cigars 0
of excellent quality.
Try the Iliu Life and Little 9
They're low T
Sultana cigar.
Z
priced, but they're good.

Lead and Copper.
Nfw York, Oct. 3. Lead, firm, at
Ji.SMi L'.'o; copper, firm, at Jt;.u0.

o

e

Petticoats

STRONG P.LOCK.

New York Money Market.
New York, Oct. 3. Money on call,
per cent; prime merfirm, at 5j 5'--

cantile paper,
Silver, ;iic.

i

Ve-K- .t

g

P. MATTEUCCI.
A. LAZZAN.

Suits - Coats - Skirts
Waists - Furs - Sweaters

j

OF DISSOLUTION OF
PARTNERSHIP.
The firm of P. Matteucii & Co., is
Spelter,
this day dissolved by mutual
St. Louis, Mo., Oct.
3. Spelter,
pay all
A. La ..an will
higher, f o.bj.
indebtedness and collect all
amounts due the firm.
GOETZ'S PICALILLI AT MALOY'S
NOTICE

con-Mn-

NEW 8TYLE3 IN

Hriggs.
Vice President Arnof spoke In favor
of an Investigating and auditing com-

mittee, and made some strong points,
stating that the management of the
fair has been openly accused of mismanagement and running the late fair
solely in the interest of the.Tractlon
company, and he had even beard a
rumor to the effect that tho.Traction
company had received $500 for the use
of the grounds. He therefore, desired
to clear away these rumors, and heartily endorsed the selection of an InvesPLY COMPANY.
tigating committee and hoped they
The regular monthly meeting of the would "investigate."
city council was held this afternoon
Hut, before the committee (named
at 3:30 o'clock at the city clerk's of- above) was appointed the secretary
fice. All the members were present
the receipts, expenditures,
except Alderman Walker.
concessions, etc., a synopsis of which
Alderman Thomas N. Wilkerson, appeared tn The Citizen of last Saturchairman of the Bpecial committee, day afternoon, and hence no need of
appointed to see about the employ- republishing again until an official finment of an exnert to examine the ancial report Is ready for the public.
plant of the Water Supply company in
During the reading of the report,
this city with a view to ascertaining! however, the secretary was repeatedly
what the plant was worth, and also interrupted by members of the comto find out what a new plant would mittee asking questions about this and
cost in case the city should decide to that bills, this and that appropriaown its own plant, submitted his re- tions, and this and that concessions,
port.
until the Interrogatories grew not only
The report shows that the commit interesting but Instructive.
tee is in receipt of a communication
After wading through the mass of
fiom F. E. Frask, of Los Angeles, Cal., figures, showing the additional deficit
who represents himself to be a water since the meeting of last Friday night
expert. He offers to Inspect the plant and sgme additional bi.ls against the
of the company for a fee of from fair association, Secretary Sellers out$1,000 to $2,000.
lined a scheme by which 5,000 tickMr. Wilkerson
stated that there ets should be Issued to merchants,
was such an expert in the city in the each worth one dollar, and that these
person of A. C. Riffle and thought it tickets be given away with every purWhen
would be well to secure his services chase of sufficient amount.
if possible. The report of the special $5,000 had been sold, there would be
committee was adopted anil it was $4,500 for the deficit, and $500 reauthorized to open reot iatlons with maining. This $."iiio would be awarded to the lucky man In the drawing.
Mr. Riffie and report at the next meetwas informed by
ing.
The secretary
The sentiment of the council
Greer that his lottery
seems to be to employ the latter gen- President
tleman if his services can be secured scheme would be in direct violation of
a United States law prohibiting lotfor a reasonable sum.
The council receivei the regular teries, raffles, and the like.
During the evening Committeemen
monthly reports of the various city officers and attended to other routine Macpherson, Uriggs and lycarnard
business, a report of which will be joined with the others in the discussions, tind. while things now look
made in tomorrow's Citizen.
gloomy,
all airree that something
NOVELIST NOMINATED
must be done to wipe uway the deficit
FOR MAYOR OF TOLEDO. and that as speedi.y as possible.
Toledo, Ohio, Oct. 3. Hrand Whit-lock- ,
The investigating and auditing comnovelist, was nominated for mittee will no doubt get down to work
mayor by the independent convention in a few days, or at the call of the
last night.
chairman.
S. ('. Thompson and wife, former
residents of this city, spent yesterday LAS VEGAS BLUES FAILED TO
and today in Albuquerque, having stop- PAY THEIR ROOM RENT
ped over en route to Des Moines,
Iowa. For t lie past four months Mr.
It was reported at last night's meetand Mrs. Thompson have been touring
coast and northwestern ing of the fair asBoeiv.ior that the
the Pacific
states, and repo:t having had a de- Las Vena. b'l Main 'nl Lililt a room
r depatt-u.'lightful time. They will return to rem bi t b liiiii tl.:u on
Uter the tourii imei.t of about $80,
spend the winter in New Mexico, and
hellers ,aT.l tl i t. check
will probably take up permanent resi- Secretary
Id- - $75t, the I
iie ol the tourna-mt- t
dence rtl Albuquerque.
., had I'jen ma led to tho Las
rather a
Tlie result of the election held yes-- '
manat'i ment and It
treday in precinct No. 5. Harelas, funny procedure inat the room rent
shows that Pedro Apodaca was elect- bill noes so long unpaid.
ed iiKiyordotno and Kslavio Vigil, To- Mrs. J. V. Presto, of North Sec-annun J. Apodaca and J. A. Garcia y
street, met Mr. and Mrs. William
Mr.
Sanchez, ditch commissioners.
Vigil reports that his majority was Searinht. old friends from Ijtn
who were passing through the
greater than the number of votes cat
for the other candidates on bis ticket. city this morning.

ooooooooco

Section

Ready-to-We- ar
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Amalgamated Copper
American Sugar
141
Atchison, common
90
113
Baltimore & Ohio
SPECIAL WATER COMMITTEE
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
73
Canadian Pacific
...174
MAKES REPORT TO COUNCIL
4ti
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Colorado Southern! rommnii--,,2'.)'
ONE MORE STEP TOWARDS EMColorado Southern, first
PLOYMENT OF EXPERT TO
Colorado Southern, second
44
PLANT OF WATER SUP.
Chicago, Great Western, com
21
3-

PRICES

The Largest and Best
Assortment in the City

NAMED

E

EL PASO TO BE "FLAG CITY"
DURING

eral manager of the American Lumber
company, to take effect at your pleasure. I wish to (hank you and other
officers of I he" company for the very
kind trfntnent I have always receiv-e- j
at your h&nds and to insure you
hut any assistance I cm r:ve you or
tae company In any way it will he a
l i so.
pleasure
S. C. JACKSON.
(Signed)
Mr. Jackson is ko.'us into business
witli hU f.Uhi
'aw, Mr. Unit). In
the line yard luiulcr lusiness in Mich-lUfcHe his, the lest wishes of the
ffficers of the Ameilc.in Lumber company for his future tuc(.cs.. Mr. Rich-aiJnes. of Saull Ste Marie, Mich.,
a i ( cc.ls Mr. .laibson

HOUR

Visit Our

Do.

Second St., Both Phones.

Homo Restaurant

American cooking; also all Mexican dishes a specialty. Sbort orders.
Meals served at all hours. Old Town,
south of court house.
NfCIC FRANCO.

lit

lm't

MtlucEh Medlaon-Ti-

Hut much quality you want wh a hiiyin- - drugs. An ounce of medicine rightly made is worth a bucket fu; of stuff carelessly compounded with drugs of uncertain quality.
Our constantly growing business attests the quality of our work
and goods.

First

B. H. URIGGS

St. aud Gold Ave.

CO

Props. Alvarado Pharmacy.

Doth Phones.

EVENING C1T1ZJSN

ALIJUQUKKQUE
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FREAKISH LOOKING ENTRY IN
RACES

CUP

THE VANDERBILT

yy--s

ANYTHING

MOST

1t:'y

A
A Word from

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1905.

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

Josh Wise.

BETWEEN

SE'COND
;

THIRD STREETS

there wuz laws In this
provontln' people

.'mil iry

fnitn niiiliin' fools uv them-s'!v- i
s, thero'd
be a

,'

de-ma- n

By

fir the' legislatures t'

repeal 'cm.

X

I I

i:

W

J

.1

'c

' -

0
For the fall and winter of

"Yes, you Know Crooks began
a cent, and now he's the most'
successful mi l richest merchant in iiie
city. He's a uenitis In his line."
"I've always heard the fire lnsur-ance companies refused to Insure his
stoie. Now I understand why."
I never heard that before.
Why
won't they?"
"I suppose It's because
genius
burns."

1905--

well dressed ladies

ill

may require.

1

L

vStore of RliabilflHy

'

m-

.

"Where did you hear that story?"
asked Smlth' is.
"Mrs. I.ei l,i told me that the other
ii i s ii t. in a hurst or continence,"
said r
U
.Mis. Sniitheis.
"I guess you mean In a break of
confidence."
(J

i

wear either white or

black-- as

the occasion

0

Qlolbe
is showing one of the most complete lines In white and black dress fabrics ever brought to
this city at
prices ranging from 20 cents to $2.50 per yard. Values unequalled at prices named. Of course
we have
an elegant lines of dress goods in colors, and will be pleased to ihw all callers our entire
stock.

"

?

HO LIT. JARDIXE AXD HIS ROYAL RACING CAR.
the date for the finals appr nulies in the Vandorhilt automobile races on l,ong Island, interest In the
match increases. Already the list of entries assures excellent speed trials.
The accompanying picture shows
one t: the lie.iiiisii lo.iKini; machines ;!iat will lie used In the races. It la the Royal racing car of Robt. .lardine,
and was InnK In Cleveland. O. Whil e the purpose nf the laces is largely to stimulate American manuiaciiicr
tn
tsieauv eei .mis to w in suir( macy in the building of automobiles, the en try list contains a large number of
rue
i
on
ne
n,
run
loreign
lie
win
niacniucs cor.siructen
uct.
snoris.
is
As

THE DINING

NEW YORK LIFE'S
MAN OF MYSTERY
New York. Oct. 3. "Judge" Andrew
Hamilton of the New York Life Insurance Company legal staff, confidential adviser of President McCall,
and for ten years conspicuous as representing the interest of the company at the slate capital., is missing
from the front In the insuiance battle.
The last heard of Hamilton he was
somewhere in Switzerland.
An at- -

.

,

"

DAY.

John Alexander Dowle,
prophet of the Lord and head of the
Christian Catholic Apostolic church of
his own formation, stopped over at El
Paso Sunday en route to his "Ziou
Paradise plantation" in Mexico, giving it out that he did not care to travel on Sunday. Dowle has been shut
up in his car all day and has not been
seen by a single soul. Every member
of his party has been out of the car,
but Dowle has remained. While admitting that "the general overseer is
not very well," the members of his
staff deny that he has been stricken
with paralysis and say that his slight
illness is due to the strenuous life incident to his starting to Mexico and
the very long service which he conducted in the tabernacle the Sunday
before leaving.
They declare that he conducted services Sunday just as the party reached El Paso. The porter of the car
says "Mr. Dowie is a pretty sick man,
all right," and aH the blinds are down
and each door is locked. Sunday afternoon all the members of the party
took a trip with the exception of the
prophet and his wife and her secretary.
When the general manager for the
Mexican Central railroad, C. A. Derne,
attempted to get an audience with the
prophet, he was refused, although the
prophet is the guest of his road. The
railroad man was simply told that
"Deacon Spears attends to all the
transportation matters."
General Managtu Lewis divulged
the location of the prophet's "Zion
paradise plantation" in Mexico and
said It was to be In the state of

L

statement he said:
"More than forty miles of the Mexican Central railroad runs through the
t
property and this strong
leader, who has been found equal to every emergency, will build up a great
country for God. We have rail connection to the Port of Tampico, and
'Zion Port.' from where our shipping
will be done, is founded on the Tame-si- n
ANDREW HAMILTON.
river. We will operate our own
At the Hoffman House his political steamship lines to New York and Eufriends declare that he owes his rapid rope, and It Is our plan for the organadvancement In financial circles to ization to make all its products known
the friendship of Anthony N. Mrady, as Zion products, so that they may
millionaire.
be known to the world over for their
will market all the stuff
Hamilton met John A. McCall first worth. Wecharge
the grocers a small
when the latter was uperintendent of raised and
for handling the products. The
insurance. Shortly after McCall be- sum thing
to bo done is the erection
came head of the New York Life, firsta
tabernacle for worship, then we
Hamilton became legal representative of
of the company. He frequently ap- will build schools and other houses as
are needed. The general overpeared before the legislative commit- they promises
to spend half his time
seer
tee dealing with insurance matters.
with the people In Mexico. We will
His daughter was recently married build
and
conduct manual labor
to the son of Millionaire lirady. His schools and universities."
Wilt. ami two children nre now with
Shortly before
retiring
Sunday
him In Europe.
night, lowle walked from one car to
"Judge" Hamilton has been a civil the other unaided, and his secretary
Justice clerk in the court of claims, called the waiting reporters' attention
and disirict attorney In Albany, where to this proof that the "apostle of God"
he maintained a handsome home. He had not suffered the wrath of the Al- Ms the president of tlie Albany club ' mighty.
Elijah seemed weak but not
and a f. w ears ago celebrated his paralyzed.
i" urn home from Europe, it is said,
by uncorking
:!.oui) worth of cham-- ,
POINTED AND PITHY
pagne for the club members.

0

tempt 'has been made to get word to
him. His presence is much desired by
Inquisitor Chas. K. Hughes of the
Legislative
Insurance Investigating
Committee.
Inrjulstior Hughes would like to ask
the "Judge" what use he made of the
1100,000 that Vice President Perkins
says he received dining forty-eigh- t
hours, in Maich, l!i04, "by order of
President McCall." The books of the
New York Life do not show to what
fund, or puriKise, this money was applied. It Is alleged that the Insurance company hail a very heavy "lobby" account at Albany.
Hamilton has, through the insurance
investigation, leaped suddenly from
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SELECTED PARAGRAPHS
WORKMAN

CRUSHED

EARTH.
The excavation for the Roth building at the corner of Second street and
Par avenue, Raton, in addition to the
serious expense entailed by the variis responsible Friday for
ous cave-Ins- ,
the death of Poliearplo Romero, a
woikman who resided at Folsom, says
the Range. The accident occurred
Friday afternoon while the workmen
were making the last cut under the
wst sidewalk, preparatory to laying
the foundation for the wall. The
earth here was of a very treacherous
natu:e and had been very securely
braced only a few minutes before the
rave-ioccurred. The fall of earth j
rair.e without a moment's warning,!
and J. P. Romero, brother of the deceased, and Manuel Garcia, narrowly
escaped being crushed by the falling
earth. Poliearplo Romero was caught
l.y the inas and bu:ied under several
feet of dirt. He was rescued as speedily as possible,
was
but
crushed
beyond posihle recovery and died ten
minutes alter being taken out. Romero bad just come to work In the
excavation Tuesday. Ho braves a wife
who resides in Folsom.
BY FALLING

LEAGUE
An average pocket dlaiy Is an un
AT FARMINGTON.
At the called meeting of the friends1 finished romance.

ANTI-SALOO-

A

of temperance, held at the Methodist not

church the other night, the Farming-toleague was formed,
under the auspices of the Ameilcan
league. The officers elected are: Rev. J. C. Lord, president;
Rev. R. U. Waldraven, first vice president; G, C. Hero, second vice president; R. H. Woods, third vice president; E. S, Whitehead.
secretary;
Mrs. R. C.
treasuier. The
next meeting of the league will be at
the Presbyterian church this week,
at which time the committee on conwill report and
stitution and
the several vice presidents will name
their respective committees.
n

Anti-Saloo-

Anti-Saloo-

man's ideal during courtship
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wise man gives cross women and
crossed electric wires a wide berth.
A woman may beat
her husband
nuking, uut siio makes n in beat the
carpet.
it is tietter to have warts on your
nanus tlian freckles on your dlsposi
A

tion.

here is usually a vast difference
between what a man is and what he
pretends to be.
A
mans idea of an Intelligent
woman U one who oesn't try to Impress him with his Ignorance.
No matter how worthless a man
may be. his wife thinks he will develop Into a genius sooner or later.
The man who always wants to' he
Don't Borrow Trouble.
sure he is right befoie going ahead
Ii is a bad habit to borrow anything,
is apt to tind that he has been disbut the worst thing you can possibly tanced ,v some other chap who wasn't
borrow, Is trouble. When sick. Bore, so pariieular.
heavy, weary, and worn-ou- t
by the
bains and poisons of dyspepsia, biliousNOTICC
ness, liright's disease, and similar InMrs. II It. Yewtll has left my bed
ternal disorders, don't sit down and and board and abandoned me, and rebrood over your symptoms, but fly for fuses to n turn. This, therefore, is
relief to Electric Hitters. Here you to notify all
that I will not
For a mild, easy action of the bow- will find sure and permanent forget-fulnes- s bo responsibleconcerned
lor any debts contractels, a single dote of Doan's Regulets
of all your troubles, and your ed by my wife, said Mrs. H. K. Yewell,
is enough. Treatment runs habitual body will not be burdened by a loud of from
and after this date.
constipation; ir.o a box. Ask your debt disease. At all druggists. Price
H. R. YKWin.I.,
druggist for them.
i'le. Guaranteed.
September 29, 1905.
Pre-witt- ,

s

He Was Looking

"Scenic Line of the World"

It Is peculiai that all of ns
should compliment the Harvey
System, and yet wo do. It's a
habit, and we can't help It. I
am really ashamed to say anything further, but I can't abstain. Tho dining car service
on the California Limited Is too
good to be true.
K, T. W.

self-style- d

God-sen-

If

G R A Af D E
SYSTEM

JOHN ALEXANDER DOWIE PASSED THROUGH EL PASO ON SUN-

In a signed

"JUDGE"

R i

From the California Limited
Log J look)

GOES TO MEXICO

coniparatlve obscurity into the limelight. He Is 4S years old, 5 feet 8
inches in height, weighs 135 pounds,
and has small, round features. His
blond moustache is curled nicely at
the ends, he Is always dressed In dap
per style, and among his companions
is known as a "good fellow." Among
those who knew him casually his business lias always been more or less of
a mystery.

-
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PROPHET

SELF-STYLE- D

DENVER

CAR SERYICE

I

Down In the Mouth.

A hard bump on his head caused a
Massachusetts bald man's hair to
grow. However, a hard bump can
hardly be recommended as a cure.
Iook at John D.

Tom Piatt still insists he doesn't
intend to retire. According to Mae
Wood, Tom Is not of a retiring

Shortest and quickest Una from
Santa Fa to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springs, and all Colorado points.
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
all line east and west, Tlma aa quick
and rates as low aa by other lines,
DININQ
PULLMAN
8LEEPERS,
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
CARS.

The Soup Proposition.
(An Elyria, O., minister, dlsctiBslng
his domestic (roubles, which he and
his wife have agreed to take to the
divorce court, said, "When I wanted
soup, she didn't.")

On all through

SANTA FE IS THE WAY

delay

New Cure for Cancer.
When gentle woman, bound to ruling
All surface cancers are now known
man by sacred ties
to be curable, by Bueklen's Arnica
And solemn vows in which she Salve. Jas. Walters, of Duffield, Va.,
pledges to obey, denies
writes:
"I had a cancer on my lip

Her lordship's right to treat his pre
cious tummy as he will.
When she declines to give him soup
until he's had his fill;
When man insists his wife must cat
according to his own
Desires and appetite; when he insists
that they alone
Shall count and down her throat a
bowl of soup he tries to shove.
Though she prefers a piece of pie
alas! that is not love!

for years, that seemed incurable, till
Busklen's Arnica Salve healed It, and
now it is perfectly well." Guaranteed
cu;e for cuts and burns. 25c at all
druggists.
SARATOGA
CHIPS FRESH
ERY DAY AT MALOY'S.

EV- -

trains. No tiresome
at any station.

For Illustrated advertising
matter
or Information, address or apply to

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A., Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.

Subscribe for the Evening Citizen

a man Is hungry and his
appetite demands
A plate of steaming soup and smiling
wifey to him hands
A piece of pie and hubby says, "Just
what I wanted, dear.
But every pie you make's so good I'll
overeat, I fear;
And when his wife wants pie, hut
makes a bowl of soup instead.
Becausp it pleases her to see him
happy when he's fed;
"And Boup's just what I wanted," so
she swears by all above,
And then they eat it with one spoon
ah, me, but that is love!
But when

"I notice that Mrs. Prlmply doen't
go bareheaded to church nny more.
She has worn a hat every Sunday for.

the last month."
"Yes, she's losing her hair."
"That' what you said early in the
summer, when I first called your at
tention to the fact that she went bare- I
headed."
"Well, then, she's losing moie hair
if I must go into details."
Residents Still In Working Order.
Several residents of our valley have
recently bad telephones placed In
their residences, and they are in first
class working order.
This surely
shows the progressive spit it of our
people Brandy wine correspondence,
New Philadelphia (O.) Democrat.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(H. E. No. 8471.)
Department of the Interior, Land
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept.

of-

25,

1905.

Notice Is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
In support of his claim, and that said
proof will
be made before the
probate clerk at Albuquerque, N.
M., on November 4, lfloj., viz.:
Valencia, for the southwest
quarter of section 2, township 8 north,
C
ranee
east.
He names the following witnesses
prove
to
residence
his continuous
uiKin and cultivation of said land, viz.:
.lacobo Valencia, of Ohlllll, N. M.;
Jose Mora, of Cliillll, N. M.; Alejan
dro Uonqulllo, of Chillll, N. M.; Adam
Lopez, of Clilili. N. M.
MANUEL. R. OTERO,
Register.
Don-acian- o

Faith Not Necessary.
You may be Just as skeptical and pessimistic as you please. Kodol will
digest what you eat whether you eat
or not. Yui can put your food In a
bowl, pour a little Kodol Dyspepsia
Cure on it and it will digest It the
same as it will in your stomach. It

Gain Strength
i

ytr-

3

-

for Work

CK

In office and factory, shop, store or kitchen girls are at m
work all over this land, and, alas I far beyond their strength.
Young women who work are especially liable to female Ills. Too often
the girl is the bread winner of the family and she must toil unremittingly, no matter if her back does ache, her limbs and abdomen throb
with dull pain and dragging sensations, and dizzy spells make her
utterly unfit for work. These are the sure signs of female irregularities
which kill beauty and youth.

wj

lydiaLPinldiam'sVeetableCorapoMd
builds health and strength for all women who work and are weary. It
creates the vitality that makes work easy. From the thousands of
grateful letters written by working girls to Mrs. Pinkham we quote
the following :
I feel it my duty to tell you the good Lydla
Dear Mrs. Tinkham :
E. Plnkham's Vegetable Compound and Blood Purifier have done for me.
Before I took them I was very nervous, had dull headaches, pains In back,
I had been to several doctors and they did
and monthlies were Irregular.
me no good.
Your medicine has made me we'll and strong, I can do most any kind of
work without complalht, and my periods are all right.
I am In better health than 1 ever was, and 1 know It Is all due to your
I recommend your advice and medicine to all who suffer.
remedies.
Miss Adby F. Barrows, Nelsonvllle, Athens Co., Ohio.

Oh, If American girls who work would only realize that they have but
one life to live, and make the most of their precious health and

strength

!

can't In Iji but cure Indigestion and Dyspepsia. It is curing hundreds and
thousands some had faith and some
didn't. Kodol will cure you If medicine cm cure you, whether you have
faith in it or not. Sold by all drug-

Mrs. Pinkham extends to every working girl who is in ill health a
cordial Invitation to write her for advice. Such letters are always kept
strictly confidential, and from her vast experience Mrs. Pinkham probably has the very knowledge that will help you and may save your life.

GENERAL REPAIR SHOP.

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound Cures Where Others Fail

gist s.

lave opened a general repair shop
on South Third 6treet, back of Walton's dni store, and solicit the trade
I

of the city.

U H. SHOKMAKElt
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N. PEACH

HAND THAT SIGNED A TREATY

Meat Market
caused
M
littlS too

WOMAN FINANCIER

MODERN HISTORY BITS
statutes of the sixteenth

The story of an interview that once
century the punishment set down for took pla-cbetween Mrs. Reader and
the crime of murdering by poison was the sultan of .lohore, India, is thus reboiling alive, and a girl was actually lated by Juliet Wilbur Tompkins in her
executed in that ghastly fashion. In! continuation of the history of "Klla
153$ Father Stone of Canterbury suf Rawls Reader. Financier," in the Ocfered the same death. A curious ac- tober Everybody's:
count is in existence, which gives the
"She named her conditions;
the
amount paid: "For two men w'no set right to issue $"i,ooo,0(mi worth of 6 per
parboiled
him,"
bonds;
and cent
the kettle and
120.000 acres of land ex"To the woman that scoured the ket- tending along 125 miles of track: tin
tle." The sentence was not always mines but here royalty demurred a
carried out with so much ferocity, for little; he thought he would keep all
f the tin mines. For the flist lime the
culprits were sometimes hanged
being boiled. In one case it Is re- young contractor slipped Into feminine
corded that a man was first hanged, processes of reasoning and ge.t aside
then boiled and quartered.
for a moment the urgent business full
It was the great eclipse of August enthusiasm of the promoter for the
21. 15i;o, that turned Tycho Brahe into dismay of Ihe human girl w ho sees her
He was in his four- pet project in danger of failure.
and astionomer.
" 'But you are so rich, you know
teenth year at the time, a Danish hoy
of noble origin, and had been destined you don't need all those mines,' she
first for the army and then for the argued, 'and we do.'
law. Hut the accuracy with which
"The sultan conceded the mines.
the eclipse was predicted impressed From an oriental point of view the
him with the belief that astronomy experience was perhaps cheap at the
was a divine thing, and thenceforth he pi ice. He conceded the $.",,oo0,000
devoted his life to it. The debt of as- worth of bonds, the 120.000 acres of
tronomy to Tycho Brahe, not only for land. At the end of their three hours'
his own work, hut as the man who talk Ella. Rawls had in her possession
shaped the genius of Kepler, can a $r,0()U.ooo contract to build a railscarcely be overestimated.
road across the state of Johore; and
There is a pretty bit of history in its ruler had secured, on fair terms,
name
of
a
vehicle,
the
means to wealth and civilization the
that
the fiacre.
St. Fiacre was an Irishman of noble need of which could no longer be Igbirth, who went over to France in the nored. She had come to him at the
seventh century and lived as a hermit psychological moment, when the conIn a forest near Meaux. His popularity tract was ripe for giving; she had
became very great in the Fiance of shown herself clear headed and resolater centuries. When Sauvage started lute, master of the facts and frankly
public hackney coaches in Paris in open in ht r statements; stie had de1640 he found the most convenient manded much, knowing the value of
center for them to be an inn in the what she gave, but there had been no
Rue St. Martin, named Hotel St. sign of sharpness, of trying to steal
Fiacre, and adorned with an image of an advantage. No doubt, to a man acthe saint. H'lice, "fiacre."
customed to be aproached by indirect
methods, by gifts and flatteries, theie
was a wholesome convincingness- - In
Do You Want Strength?
If you want to increase your strength this novel experience, a welcome prome
you must add to and not take from the ise of good faith. At all events,
physical. In other words, the toon accepted freely and wholly."
that you eat must be digested, assimFull of Tragic Meaning
ilated and appropriated by the neives,
blood and tissues before being ex- are these lines from J. H. Simmons, of
pelled from the intestines. Kodol Dy- Casey, la. Think what might have respepsia Cure adds to the physical. It sulted from his terrible cough if 'no
gives strength
to and builds tip bad not taken the medicine about
strength in the human system. It is which he writes:
"1 had a feaiful
pleasant to the tasie and palatable, cough, which disturbed my night's
and the only food combination of
rest. I tried everything, but notning
that will digest the food and would relieve It, until I took Dr.
enable the svstem to appropriate all of King's New Discovery for Consumpqualiits health and strength-givintion, Coughs and Colds, which comties. Sold liv all druggists.
pletely cured me." Instantly relieves
and permanently cures all throat ami
lung
REMOVAL.
diseases:
prevents grip anil
guarAt nil ilrungisis;
We have removed from 310 West; pneumonia.
Trial bottle
Gold avenue to 217 West Gold, In the antied; ",oc and
office Occupied by the J. M. Moore tree.
o
Realty company.
RAILROAD TICKETS.
WATER SUPPLY CO.
Cut Rates.
:i
Kmitching
instantly.
Cure'
reduced rates in and from all
piles,
e zeiu:i.
salt liie'illl. tetter, points, go to l'aulsen's Association
I loan's
hiv s, herpes, scabies
tiint Railroad ticket olli.-eKail. oat tiekcts
m ti
liought, sold and exchanged.
At any d. ns stole.
he-fo-
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ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

Lily

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Cigar.

0

RICHARDS-CIG- ARS

W. Railroad Avenus.
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PUMPING
IS A SUCCESS
Pump
When
Engine

PIONEER BAKERY

BALLING. Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
Tract, Nerrous Dyspepsia and Catarrh WEDDING CAKES A
SPECIALTY
of the Stomach.
We desire patronage and we guaresMnr, m? food miM dlstrast me by making antee first class baking.
JJT heart palpltat and I would beeoma
rr
Albuquerque.
. iwaaX 207 S. First Street.
FtnaJlv I met a heft nf IT vi nl
it - SIMON

the
and
are ALL
RIGHT, WE GUARANTEE our Out-fi- t
5
years.
for
We are Headquarters
for Power Pumping Machinery. Send
for Catalogue.

I

Siata ralial.

mks.

Aftar uilnc
LOKINO

law bottle I am cured.
NICHOLS, Pans Yao, N. T.

Thos. h. Kclchcr

I had stomach treubla and waa In a bad stata
at I
It. I took Kodol Drtpapala
Oure lor about (our months and It cured ma

PAINTS,.

Digests

One

tad haart trouble with

a KAUBLB. Nirad. a.

W'fiiM

i
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aratary af

al U Lk- -

oa .,0hlef,B

VARNISHES.
OII..
BRUSHES

The

1

14.

For sale by aJI druggists
CURES CATARRHAL DEAFNESS

Established In

gives no promise or success. Is being
made by Katooahs, a society of full
bloods. They claim that the election
whe,eby the nation agreed to a division of the land among the Indians was
decided by persons who had not a
legal right to vote. Suit will be begun
in the United Slates supreme court to
restore the tribal government. None
of the leading men of the Cherokees
ate identified with the movement.

MANIFEST WEAKNESS
OF SENATOR PLAIT

,

"There is no question that Senator
I'latt of New York Is in a very feeble
condition," said a prominent Denver
man. commenting on the recent, visit
of the famous New York political
boss to the west.
"I called upon him at the hotel,
the Denver man continued, "and I
was very greatly sui prised to find him
so weak. His family is taking every
means to keep the truth from nis
friends In the political world, but I
know that the senator himself is very
much alarmed about his condition.
When I sent my card to Senator
Piatt's room I found him alone. The
lady members of his party had gone
for a drive and he was lying upon the
lied resting.
"He came to the door himself to
greet me, and I was amazed at his
weakness. As he left the bed he could
scarcely walk, and during the short
journey from the bed to the door
he wan forced to lay hold upon a
dresser, a table, a chiffonier, and the
foot of the bed. While standing talk
ing to me for a minute alter 1 entered
the room ho could not nave remained
upon his feet if he had not taken a
linu hold upon two supports.
"Walking back to bed, his efforts
were tnose of a very feeble man. The
senator seemed to suiter no pain, but
his limbs almost gave way, and he
could scarcely get to
ued. He was
very loalh to admit his weakness and
when 1 olie.ed u aasit hiiu he showed
his annoyance at once. '
"But more surprising to me than
anything," couiiued the Denver friend
of lue senator, "was the weak mental
condition of the man who hud swayed
thousands of meu tor a quarter of a
century, to his own great advantage.
His ideas were very much confused.
and he w as forced to stop for several
moments to figuie out what he wanted!
to say. His memory proved very bad.
When I asked him, in a casual way,
who was traveling with uiui, he spoke
of his wife and her daughter and two
other ladies. But he could not remember their names. Ho tried for several minutes to think of the came of
his own stepdaughter, and finally was
forced to give it ill). After several
minutes more of hard work he could
remember the names of the two other
ladies, but did not seem to know in
what city they lived.
"To one who lias been familiar with
the New Yor senator in years gone
by, Ins present mental and physical
condition is a shock. Tne power
his brilliant eyes has caused
many a man to quake, and has
policies of gleat import to
this nation with the ease and mastery
r
of the prai tioed diplomat. The
Ion. self,
believe, realizes his condition. His visit, to the west was cut
snort because of his feeble condition,
and while ctiorls were made lo keep
the Hue state of uilairs trum the people, it could be readily Been that the
lainuiis .New Yorker is losing uis
grip.''

is

PROPOSALS FOR IJUILDINO MATERIALS, ETC. U. S. Indian School,
Preen, Colorado, September 12, 1905.
SEALED
PROPOSALS,
endorsed
"PROPOSALS FOR BUILDING MATERIALS, ETC.," and addressed to
the undersigned at Ilreen, Colorado,
will be received at the Indian School
until two o'clock p. m., Monday, October 2, 1905, for furnishing and delivering at the Bchool, as required during the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, 190G, about 396 yards excavation; 2650 cu. ft. stone; 23 stone Bills;
84,000 brick; 94 sacks cement;
780
yards lathing and plaster; 330 yards
painting; about 40.000 feet lumber, 46
squares tin roofing; 45 windows,
doors and frames; one lavatory, one
closet; one urinal, etc., all as per list
and specifications obtainable at the
school. Bidders will state specifically
In their bids the price of each article
to be offered in their contract.
All
articles so offered will be subject to
rigid Inspection. The right la reserved to reject any or all bids or any
part of any bid if deemed for the best
Interest of the service. Each bid must
be accompanied by a certified check
or draft upon some United States depository or solvent national bank,
made payable to the order of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, for at
least 6 per cent of the amount of the
proposal, said check or draft to be
forfeited to the United States In case
a bidder receiving a reward shall fall
to execute promptly a satisfactory
contarct In accordance with his bid;
otherwise to be returned to the bidder.
Tllds accompanied by cash In
lieu of certified check will not be considered. For further Information apply to Wm. M. Peterson, Superintendent, Breen, Colorado.
Subscribe for The Evening Cltlaen
U.'LMPM
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Plans to Get Rich
are often frustrated l.y sudden break
downs, due to dyspepsia or cunstipa-- j
Hi ace up ai:d takf Dr. Kind's
Mon.
Ni w l.il'-- - Pills.
They take out the
11. ait rials
thai are loKniiiK your
you
and Hive
a new Mart. Cure'
h.

iliyitit'

ii' stoics;

25c, K"ai a

t.w.

At

utl!

ceil.

Notice.
United States Land Office, Santa Fe,
N. M., Sep'. 27, i;iU5.
Notice Is hereby given that the following township plats will be on file
in tliis office November l'.i, l'.05, viz:
Township 7 north, ratine 8 east.
Township 4 north, rane 9 eat.
Township 5 north, rund 8 east.
Om ami after above (bee we will be
app Ications for enr a ly Into receive
tries
said townships.
MANl'EI, It. OTKIiO. Register.
FRED Ml'I.I.ER. Receiver.

Orders Solicited.
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For particulars

x-x

Phones, Auto. 108; Colo., Black
X

X

X

T

X

X

X

in

S. 2d St.

Wholesale U'uor and Cigar Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet &
White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 1D9. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Alliuquerque, New Mexico.

The Williams Dtvg Co.

2(16.

X

office, 212Vi

Chnndon

X

Office and Factory
WEST COPPER AVENUE.
Albuquerque, N. M.

X

Lessons

at the

and terms, apply

ME LIN I & EAKIN,

A. W. HA YD EN

X

Accountant

of Twenty

ooooooooco oooooo.

Best on

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
412

X

G. U. WILLIAMS and F. W. SCIIMALMAACK.

RANKIN & CO.
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,

Proprietors.

Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm

LOANS

Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.

CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO
HAY, GRAIN AND FEED

Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
J. B. Mac.MANUS, Mgr.
602 South First Street Both Phones

117

WEST RAILROAD

AVENUE,

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

A. E. WALKER,
FIRE

INSURA MCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Associa
tion. Office at J. C Raldrldge'a Lum
ber yard.

WE GRIND OUR

TOTI A G RAD I

esfm

TRY OUR
FRESH

MEATS

AND

i

SAUSAGES

IIS

all glasses prescribed by us.

OPTICAL

CO.

Gold Ave.

Member of Board of Optometry Examiners.

I

Specially Fine Line

A

UNION

MARKET

207 W. Gold Avenue

--

Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish

Both Phones.

We give on our laundry workT Try It and see how durable It Is
Notice how long it keeps It finish. We turn out linen, white
as snow
and free from all specks or wrinkles.

Th3 Fuefir Undertaking Company
Successors to Edwards
07 West Railroad
Both Thones.

&

Fuehr

Avenue.
Day or Night

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY

REDUCED PRICES

"Red Wagons'

CO

0

On Dental Work.
Plates, $8.00;
Gold Crowns, $6.00; Fillings, $1.00
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
50c. All guaranteed.

tv. '

BERBER.

LENSES

OWN

For the reason that we can guarantee

Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

0

Two Daily Trains Each Way

0

EHPaso and Southwestern System

I

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.

j

--

v

Ym

17,

N. T. Armljo Building.

Tbe first is the moit crucial time.
If f. r the fiist lime the preiteM
event in your maniej live i about
how rpt
to oixur, bow
t.ml vourtelvea.
up in it
You !
overlook,
to
Jn,
but In
that t'.rn,, M ,.f uiuertainty and da
per that um have be-led to expect
from the opuienra of those mothers
who
have struggled
and fati.-through liiia ordeal in ignorance of

Ret ween

0

John W. Abbott, Prop.

Only thm

0

Best

0

Meats, Butter and Eggs
109 North Second St.

ejipi-ctari-

)u

0

what

Friend

and what it does
If at t .i Mine every exrt rtant man
and wibr i, ht know of tnis greatest
of boon-,ilrvisrd f r ti
express
purpose u( alleviating and ihsp Jling
the ii!i itiR and coin.", u:t.t danger
of etiiiu irrh. howcniiik'v wuuld all
doul t and worrv be ci
attd.
Mothers
is an invaluable
linini nt for exeral tnas.ire, through
hose ou nt ai-rcounties mothers have been enabu l I' experience
n f..r the first
tbe joy uf
time it! ut danger lo themselves of
their off sprn-DRADttltO PFGUl TVR CO.,
it is

f

,

t

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANSFER STA11LES
Horses and Mules bought and

Cm.

'

t
A

REST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenues.

WIDE

Diiilr.g

Crs-tne.-

0

o

a la carte.

i's

VESTIBULED THROUGHOUT.
THROUGH

Tlie shor'e.-t- .
the Mi.'Msslpj

1

WITHOUl

quick est and
st line
Valley and c!:e i'aiitlc Coast.

HARNETT KINO.
lien. Act.

CHANGE.

the Great Lakes,
V. R. STII.KS.
Cen. Passenger Agt.

EL PASO, TEXAS.

h
M

SHORTHAND and TYPEWRITING
s. 5. Pearlstine.

H
H

CIL'U

4

Hiisini

V

Atlanta.

It

0

Chicago,
St. Louis, Kansas City and
The Great Southwest
Standard and Tourist Sleepers.
Chair Cars and Coach, s.

ri-

FJi'other's

Rock Island System

0

I

OF MARRIAGE

0
0

0

City Market

THE GREATEST EPOOH
1

Room

0
0

VIA

0
)

fey
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COLORADO

i Practical BooKKeepimg

Free Delivery,

x

-x-x

DENVER,

E-Jxpe-

Will give a series

South Second Street.

214

(

d

seu-aio-

T5fo2

Staple and Fancy
Groceries
HUlsboro Creamery Butter
Earth.

Seventeenth Street,

9

If sufficient Inducement offers

1882

boden's Granite Flour.

acts almost immediately upon the In
flamed membrane
and the hearing
begins to return at once.
Miss Meeks of Mattewan, N. Y.
says:
Hyomel Is truly wonderful. I
have used it but a short time and see
a great change in my condition. My
hearing Is improving rapidly, and I
had no idea I would improve so rap
idly in so short a time. My breath
which was very offensive to myself
and ot tiers, has lost its bad odor en
tirely. I have spent a great deal of
money with catarrh specialists, and
can truly .say that six months of their
treatment is not equal to one month
of Hyomel."
J. H. O'Rielly & Co., are selling Hy
omel upon the usual plan of agreeing
to return the money If the medicine
does not cure.
A complete outfit costs only $1, and
consists of an inhaler that can be carried in the vest pocket, a medicine
dropper, and a bottle of Hlorael.

0

Bolthoff Mfg. and Supply Co.

oooooooooco 004Ot000X0C
ROBERT DROvSvS

F. C. PRATT &ICO.

the treatment of deafness which
often a result of catarrh, Hyomel

&

0
1621-163-

One Week's Use of Hyomel Did More
Than Six Montha
Treatment by Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im
specialists.
In

llendrie

AND

Palmetto Roof Pnlnt Stops all leaks.
gallon Devoe's Paint Covers
Three hundred square feet two coats.
Leather, Harness, Saddles, Eto
409 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE

What You Eat

Dollw kottu holU 14
aa aiaaa m Mia
IrUl, or ao ent alia.

l.Ot OMOini.K. JOS, lKACV, DRIVER.
"""1 mak- - a
cr.,!:.al..howine in the
.s nn I.onn Island.
.i...i,r t .
r ll:h. i. rh, :m ho,-- ,,
).!.,
u.-lo ,,i,, i,:.,.. tt h'.h vu.l b,. in Hi.iri;.' .r I.,- -, 'i ..-, ,,.,,1
wi,
the
See the window display of the Rio
u
It i:is krs ot
C.r.un
M,,r .ml Tr.icv lias !,a, c.,n- - flranlo Woolen Mills
at the Globe
wrn l.ls-t-i ; I n !. in. s.
.
M':"'-",1,..
.i
More, then ask for tho0e il.'M walkload.
ing fklrts.
11110

JOE

ests what you eat. takes the strain off
of the heart, and contributes nourishment,
strength and health to erery organ of the
. vuro inaigesuon, uyspepsia.
Sour
iiuiauiiiiauuii Wl MIW IIIUCVUS
membranes lining the Stomach and Diges-- 1

di

x '

Smoke the White

Cure

In :t.!,u

Kir

lr

heartburn or palpitation of the heart.
Indigestion causes the stomach ta
8. A. SLEYSTER
xpand
awell, and puff up against the
INSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE
heart. This crowds the heart and InterNOTARY PUBLIC.
feres with its action, and In the course ef
time the heart becomes diseased.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.

i

TRADES WITH SULTAN

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

Kindt of Fresh and Salt Meats.
Steam Sausage Factory,
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Masonic Rulldinfr. North Third Street.
All

by Indljrestloa If you sat
aiibi,- - t
mnrh ap if vnn
stuck of indigestion, you bar no doubt
had shortness of breath, rapid heart bests,

Tahlentiah, I. T., Oct. 3. Tahleqttah
was
It
means "plan' of refuse."
christened when the Cherokee after
the pilitrlniaKH from their old home
east of the Mississippi settled here
more than half a century ago. It a
a tragedy marked by the wailitiK of
women and children and feelings of
Intense aniier on the part of the men.
Three of the chiefs who signed the
treaty ceding the old home of the
tribe to the government were jmt to
death In one day. The fact that they
had been able and loyal In their leadership did not ronnt as against the
great offense. Of one of these chiefs
the right hand, which had signed the
treaty, was cut olf and thrown away
before the death penally was inflicted.
Ten years was consdmdd in the removal to this country. They came
afoot, on horseback, and in wagons.
were encounteied
Hitter hardships
and hundreds died on the way.
Spreading out from this valley they
In
built homes In the wilderness.
time towns were established, with
good schools and most of the advantages t'nat go with civilization. Courts
and a legislature were organized and
they were, In the later days, attended
with the corruption and favoritism
that attends similar institutions in the
states. But it was their government
and the people were devoted to It.
LAsrCwrr or
Within a few months it will pass
away. The last chapter will then be
ri C:EJeaKS
closed and these people who have for
HOX. W. C. Rogers.
centuries had a distinctive existence
will be absorbed In the flood of white wooded hill in the outskirts of this
Immigration that is sweeping over the city. It cost $lon,(in and it attended
by 2,r)0 pupils. There are day
territory.
and
Chief W. C. Rogers has called the hoarding schools throughout the nalegistion,
of
an
Cherokee
with
session
last
the
attendance
of about
lature, to be held in the capitol build 13.000 children. A text book on agriing here in October. They will close culture figures in the course of study.
up the affairs of the nation and apThere are 40,000 citizens of the
point three leading men to represent Cherokee nation, of whom 7,000 are
the Cherokees in the allotment of the full bloods and 4.000 freed slaves and
lands, which may not bo completed for their descendants. They care at pub-- ;
several years. The tribal government lie expense for their orphans and In-will go out of existence in March, sane. The latest report
of their
19nfi.
finances Included Chose items: School
$r,on.nno
fund,
worth
$(i23,0t;3;
liave
general, $7m;,6o9; orThe Cherokees
of school property. The part of it in phan, $380,314; insane nsvlum, $55,-3Sparticular
piide
is
the
which they take
An effort to turn back the tide, that
Cherokee female seminary, located on

In Knglish

Wholesale Grocers

THIRD STREET

a Nation, Will
Laat Session of
Cease to Exist
Their Legislature to be Held in OcWill Make Good Citizens.
tober

SOME QUEER LITTLE

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Automatic 'phone, 635. Office, 208H
West Oold Avenue.

the Cherokeea, as

SEVEN.

CO.

&

REAL ESTATE DEALERS

WAS GUT OFF AND OWNER KILLED
How

PAGE

St.. Auto phone
3L'S.

S'rU tly

Confidential.

0
h
H
N
H
M
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New Hotel and Rooming House.
Open September 11. at 8L'l South
Third street. Your patronage (solicited. Special rate to rei;u.ar boarders.
Mrs. II. Green, proprietor.

--

0,0'0000'CP
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FILL

PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

,. lMlHaHaaMHHaliliilttlt,l

At Consistent Prices

NEXT

TO

BANK.

Or" COMMERCE

203 W. Railroad Ave.

SUBSCRIBE TOR THE CITIZEN AM) READ THE NEWS

ALHUOUEKOUE EVENING

PAGE EIGHT.

J,OCAL AND

l'EKSOXAl,

ONE OF

WEATHER INDICATIONS.

mv m.K

314 wtsritAit

Generally fair tonight and Wednesday.

SHOES FOR FALL

OIR STYLISH

FHINE.
Teuton who lived on ln' Rhint,
Said sauerkraut was Just divine,
And liverwitrst. too.
lie swore that he noo
served with a
Was good If 'twere
CliieaRo Chionlele.
stliine.
A

Embodying the latest and most approved ideas

footwear

In Women"

They arejilucher cut. Patent Colt Vampi and Quarters. Dul Kid top,
Light

t

'

...

High Cugan

t

Either

Soles,

Extension

Medium

Heel and Dressy Toe.

They are

Lace or Button.

so perfectly designed and finished

.

thattheyfit everycurveof

the

foot gracefully and with ease and
comfort;
with a

We have the same shoe
light,hand-turne-

sole and

d

high Cuban or French

$3:50

for

heel,

dress wear.

000000900000X)0

GETTING BREAKFAST
With food rreuaratlons from F. F.
Trotter's grocery Is thorough assurance that you are starting the day
rleht. This also holds good for all
other meals, as any article of food
purchased at our store can be absolutely depended upon for genuine extest any
cellence. We thoroughly
goods offered us, and retain In our
stock only those found good and
wholesome.

.

F. F. TROTTER
Nos.

113

and 120, South Second St.

I The Triumph of the Piano Maker
There are undoubtedly good qualities In every standard piano.

But

GENUINE CHICKERING

THE

Tlip trlnmnhnnt reRiilt nf nvpr 80 rears nf endenvnr. Is admitted in he
'be standanl of superiority for every good quality that any piano

2

could posstss.

THIS WIIITSON MUSIC CO.
114

SOUTH SECOND STREET.

Finish oft Fall
House Cleaning
with a coat of Heath & Million's
paint over your wood work where
needed. You wlil find It most satisfactory. Inasmuch as It will make
clean things look cleaner, and,
what Is more, make them stay so.
We also have a large stock of lumber, sash and doors, glass, cement,
and Rex Flint Kote Roofing.
ALBUQUERQUE
m

;r

a Fin

0

0
Q

ANNOUNCEMENT

LUMBER

GO.

First Street and Marquette

THIS IS THE TIME OF YEAR
THAT YOU HAVE OCCASIONAL
BY NOVTHOUGHTS OF XMAS.
EMBER 1 THE RUSH FOR XMAS
WORK AT OUR STUDIO BECOMES
HARD TO HANDLE. IT IS TO DIVIDE
RUSH
THIS NOVEMBER
WITH THIS MONTH THAT WE
MAKE THE FOLLOWING
OFFER:
FROM OCTOBER 1 TO NOVEMBER
1 WE WILL GIVE
ONE 11x14 ENLARGED PORTRAIT WITH EVERY
DOZEN OF OUR GENUINE PLAT-INUCABINET FOLDER PHOTOS.
IT IS OBVIOUS TO ALL THAT THIS
AN
AFFORDS
EXCELLENT
CHANCE TO OBTAIN A HANDSOME
XMAS GIFT AT VERY LITTLE
MOON & KELEHER, MAKCOST.
ERS OF FINE PORTRA1T8.

oo
'

DIAMONDS

Wheu boeght right are a good Investment. Our prices are rigbt. We Invite
you to coil and examine the beautiful diamond goods we are offering; also

WATCHES,

JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

Mall orders receive special attention.

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

EVERITT

LEADING

s

ETC.
JEWELER

CITIZEN.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 3, 190f.

third with his mare. All speak highly
AIC1 ION
of the Vegas fair and pronounce It a
great success.
Wednesday Afternoon, October 4, at
W. C. Kennedy, assistant city mar1:30 O'clock, at No. 114 South
shal, will leav; tonitht for Brookfleld,
Fourth Street, AcroM From the
Mo whole he will visit relatives ana
Commercial Club,
friends for n'.out two weeks. During
his absence Tlumins .Jordan will be the
I will sell the entire furnishings
extra man on t!tc force.
of a
home, conBlRtlng of new
Mrs. V. P. Ivi e. who was In north- Majestic range, kitchen cabinet, kitchrefrigerator, glassware,
ern California n a vMt. has returned en utensils,
home. M I'li. accompanied her as dlRhes, handsome dining table, leather
far as Asli 1'iK. where he lert tuo bottom dining chairs, golden oak centrain ami went to liis sheep ranch. ter table, maple, cane and leatherr
At Los Angeles they met Mr. and Mrs. bottom rockers, Morris chair, Axmln-stecarpets and rugs, statuaries, linwho are enjoying
M. M. iMitcher,
mattresses,
ens, one brass
bed,
themselves immensely.
lace
ItW. Hopkins has springs, Garland base burner,
Postmaster
with brass poles; maple
made application to tho postoffico de- curtains,
partment for two additional letter car- dresser, pictures, cut glass, and other
etc.
riers. Mr. Hopkins finds that the fancy dishes,
The above goods will positively go
business of the local office has Inat public auction, without reserve, to
creased In the last month until the satisfy
a claim held upon the goods.
present force of five carriers Is inadThey are all practically new and in
equate to handle tho large amount of
absolute sanitary condition.
mail.
See them at the aliove store room
Mrs. J. E. Moore, wife nf the cash- Tuesday
next, the day before the Rale.
ier of the' Optic, Las Vegas, is in the
11. S. KNIGHT,
city today on a visit to friends. Mrs.
Auctioneer.
Moore conducts one of the nicest hotels In Las Yi i ,'.s, and the lady is now
I
PAY
THE HIGHEST CASH
After PRICE
taktnrr a iIimiicI vacation.
RAILROAD
YOUR
FOR
Hnva
a few
Iw.r.i
romninlticv
fra TICKETS. SEE ME BEFORE YOU
Moore will probably proceed to El! SELL OR BUY. PAULSEN'S ASSOI'aso, and
back to Las Vegas. CIATION
114
TICKET OFFICE,
.1. A. Conley.
a well known clti7.cn WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
9m;
of Albuquerque, residing at No.
Whitewash your chicken house with
Williams street, Is seriously 111 with
lime.
cancer of the stomach. Mrs. J. R. Halm's Eureka white
r
Hitchcock, daughter of Mr. Conley,
New Tailor Shop.
and her son. are expected to arrive toA. J. Morelll, the well known tailor
night from Ixs Angeles. Mr. Conley
reopened a tailor shop on North
has many friends in this city who will has
ready to
be pained to learn of his serious ill- First- Ktreet, where he is
press and repair ladles' and
clean,
ness.
gents' clothing. Suits made to order.
Yesterday afternoon The Evening Patronage of former customers
Citizen, In its article about the killing of Mrs. .Joseflta Duran de I.ncero,
by one of the cars of the Traction
GOETZ'S PICALILLI AT MALOY'S
company, stated that "Manager
Don't wait for an explosion cook
of the. Traction company, had
offered Duran (husband) $30 as a set- with gas the humane way.
tlement." This statement was made
upon the authority of E. V. Chaves,
attorney for Duran, as the latter had
told the attorney that $30 had been
offered to him. Sir. Chadlionrne railed
at The Citizen office last night and
said that Attorney Chaves had been
misinformed, for he did not offer
Duran $30 as a settlement for the killing of his wife. He, however, did not
deny offering the man the money, but
explained that the money was to be
applied toward repairing the wagon
damaged in the accident.

0

&G Annual Chang'e to

five-roo-

WARMER
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bric-a-bra-

Mrs. Solomon

l.unii Is In the city

from I.os Lunas.
Auction of furniture tomorrow afternoon at 1 30 o'clock.
Attorney On'orge S. Klock was a
passenger north this morning.
Attend the auction of furniture
afternoon at 1:30 o'clock.
If you want something nice, attend
the auction tomorrow afternoon at
1:30 o'clock.
A list of fine furniture at auction
tomorrow afternoon at 1:30 o'clock,
in the Gleckler building.
Senator W. II. Andrews and Col. W.
S. Hopewell and family have returned from a two days' visit to Santa
l'e.
Auction tomorrow afternoon at 1:30
o'clock, in the Gleckler building,
Fourth street, opposite Commercial
dull.
George H. Shaw, representing the
Kansas City paper house, Kansas
City, Mo., Is In the city with his
:

Benevolent so
The
ciety will meet tomorrow morning In
the office of V. W. Clancy in the N. '1'.
Armljo building.
Ireneo L. Chaves, of Santa Ke, spent
the day in the city on bis way home
from a trip to his sheep ranches in
western McKinluy county.
The ladles of the German Frauen
Vereln will meet at tho house of Mrs.
415 North
Fourth
H. Westurfeld.
street tomorrow afternoon.
Mrs. J. M. Gale, of Kansas City, left
this morning for Trinidad after a
pleasant visit In the city with Mrs.
K. R. Mount, of the Savoy hotel.
Superintendent J. Kurn, of the Rio
Grande division, arrived from San
Marcial this morning to meet Mrs.
Kurn, who arrived from California.
Mary B. McKee has resigned as as
sistant matron at the Albuquerque Indian school and will go to St. Louis
lor the purpose of studying dentistry.
Special communication of Temple
lodge No. G, A. F. & A. M., Tuesday
evening, October 3, at 8 p. in. By order of W. M. J. C. Ferger, secretary.
The Estancia News announces the
return to that town of Miss Lou Blackburn, who was here and held a posi
tion In one of the local dry goods
stores.
Sidney S. Llnscott, legal represent
ative of the National bank of Holton,
Kan., is spending a few days In Albu
querque on business before the dis
trict coui t.
The monthly meeting of the Ladles'
Aid society of the German Lutheran
church, will be held Wednesday after
noon at the residence of Mrs. George
Stripe, No. 63G South Broadway.
Mrs. D. A. Porterfield and Mrs. W.
J. Hyde will entertain the members
of the Iowa club, at the home of Mrs.
Hyde on Friday evening. This Is the
first meeting of the club for this season.

F. V. Cook, cashier in the Albuquerque office of the Equitable Life
Assurance society, who was married
last week in Lincoln, LI., returned to
the city Sunday night, accompanied
by his bride.
A business meeting of considerable
importance will be held at the Con.
gregatlonal church tomorrow night at
7:30 o'clock. All members of the
church and congregation are urged to
be present.
Regular meeting of Albuquerque
Encampment No. 4, I. O. O. F., this
evening at 7:30 o'clock. Members
will please attend, as there is import
ant business that needs attention. O
S. Pillsbury, Scribe.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mansard will
leave Saturday for St. Mary's, near
Cleveland, Ohio, where they will viHlt
Mr Mausard's relatives, and thence to
Iowa.
They wlil be absent about a
month or six weeks.
The sarload of Albuquerque horses
that spent last week at the I.as Vegas
home yesterday afterfair, arrived
noon. The owners are all well pleased
with the trip and the good treatment
received at the Las Vegas fair. Nearly
all of the horses won a piece of the
money. Herman Blueher won first
money with his mare, Alice and R. H.
Greenleaf won second money. J. T.
Shinuick won second with his colt and

Chad-bourn-

r

ATTENDANCE
OPENING

LARGE

FOR

MONTH

OF SCHOOL

SUPERINTENDENT

CLARK'S
BOARD

TO SCHOOL

SEMON STERN

Ufie

Railroad Avenue

.

Clolltaier

0

0

l

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

The regular monthly meeting of the
hoard of education was held last night
at the Central school. Prof. J. E.
Clark, the new superintendent of city
schools, submitted his repoit for the
first month of the fall term, and the
report contains some very Interesting
figures.
Belting,
Prof. Clark gives a tabulated list of
the pupils as to schools, rooms and
grades. The report shows that there
are 200 more pupils enrolled for the
first month of school this year than
there was the opening month of last
year. This Is a large Increase, when
the fact that school did not open last
year .until October, is taken Into consideration.' It is an established fact that
the later that school opens In the fall
the larger the attendance is for the
first month, thus it can be seen why
the large attendance this year Is gratifying, as school opened a month earlier than usual.
The enrollment of pupils as to builda
ings Is as follows:
Central school, including the high
school, 213; First ward, 238; Second
A
T ..n-t- i
ward, 305; Third ward, 362; Fourth
Tt. f CI ,
Room in theCity. Fine Coffee
ward, 392; total, 1,510.
In every Instance the enrollment by
asperity. 2 6 S. Second St.
buildings shows an increase over that
of last year, with the exception of the
Central building, the enrollment there
for the first month last year being 215
pupils, as against 213 this year.
V
At last night's meeting it was deHOME MADE PICCALILLI
cided by the board to appropriate a 4
AND
considerable portion of the school Y
SARATOGA CHIPS,
ft"
monies for the purchase of new supAT
"!
plies and apparatus for the chemical ft
ZEIGER'S CAFE.
and physical departments In the high ft

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,

Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. Write for Prices

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST

WHITNEY COMPANY

MERCHANTS

C

South Flnt Street

Am

0
CHAS. F. MYERS.

Proprietors

HARDWARE

To get your Stove Woik done before the rush. Quick
Van & Pacific Rangos; Radiant Home and Perfection

QUICK

Meal, John
Home Base
The most com,

...

f

q

&

AVENUE

CO.

WM. M'INTOSH.

0

.RISTAILi

We Have a Special Scissor
and Shear
For everybody who wants to make

a

clean-cu-

t

stroke.

We carry many

different sizes and styles to select from. Try a Wissi

MEAL RANGES.

QUICK MEAL.
F

i0

QUICK

MIM

V'JICK

IIU.

;,'

..L.rm

Y'j

Agents for

10

0

fir-

0

0

q

MIA4.

0

0

Embalmer

Commercial Club Building,
CITT UNDERTAKER.
5.00.

202 WEST RAILROAD

POST

Now is the Time

phone, No. 299.

Auto

Fine Stationer y

SEND FOR YOUR FOLKS NOW.
PAULSEN, THE RAILROAD TICKET
BROKER, WILL GET THEM HERE
RAILROAD
WEST
114
CHEAP.
AVENUE.

viioiyi:kaivi:

Residence

115.

O. A. MATSON & CO.

TICKET.

B. J.

Nortb Fkit Strrct

3

BORDERS f runersl Director mnd

EVERY

$5 TO $10 SAVED ON

401-40-

Black or White Hearse,

school.
A resolution

was also passed that
hereafter all parents of school children residing outside of the city limits paying taxes in the county for
school purposes, shall have the amount
of their taxes deducted from the tuition charged.
After transacting, other routine business the hoard adjourned.

J

Auto phone, 316. Bell phone,

r
E

1

Tick miai.

119 West
Gold Avenue

50c to $10 per Suit

Call and Examine the Beautiful Gooda
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms

AT

QUICK

Second Street E. L. WASHBURN CO.

Cot-ton-

PLUMBING

T

HOT HLAST HEATERS.

The largest stock to select from ever shown
in the city.
$3.00 to $6.50
Nobby Blouse Suits,
2.50 to 5.50
Durable School Suits,
Young Mens Suits, $7.50, $10, $12 and $15
Two pairs of Pants with $4.50 School Suits.

Our fall lines are very complete. We have on sale a dozen
different styles In every weight light, medium and heavy
Wools, Llsles and Silks. We buy our Underwear In ease
jots. This enables us not alone to always have complete lines
of sizes, but also to make prices which are extremely low. Our
lines are too numerous to enumerate here, but complete displays are In our show windows and In the store. Prices range
from

LAST NIGHT'S MEETING, CONTAINS INTERESTING FIGURES.

one-thir-

mm

NOW ON

S

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING

Our school shoos uiv made extra
strong. The soles are seasoned and
tough, and every seam is sewed to the
hold. Two pairs of our school shoes
are equal to three pairs of thu ordin
I hey
ary kiud.
ou save
are the strongest school shoes made
aud wear like iron. Prices ranue from
fl.2.r to $2.7."). C. May's Shoe store,
314 West Railroad avenue.

Ootilhiinig'

I

e

Burners; Mountain Oak and Gn at Western Heaters.
ji
plete lino In the city,
,4
AT LOWEST PRICES.

122 South

0

CUICK

No. 215

MUb

ksyr-

West Railroad Avenue

-

Winchester Rifles and Shotguns, Winchester Ammunition, Colt's Revolvers and Automatic Tlstols, Studebaker Buggies and Wagons, Eclipse
Wind Mills, STARRETT'S Machinist Tools a specialty.

Albuquerque, New Mexico
0

